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Genetically identical individuals can have strikingly different phenotypes due to differences in gene 
expression. One reason for this is because epigenetic regulators can modulate mitotically or meiotically 
heritable changes in gene expression without changing DNA sequences. One way epigenetic factors can 
affect gene expression is by mediating how tightly DNA is packaged in the nucleus. When the DNA is 
tightly packed, in a structure known as heterochromatin, it is inaccessible for transcription, whereas 
lightly packed DNA, euchromatin, is accessible for transcription. The most well understood epigenetic 
regulators involve chemical modification of DNA like methylation and post-translational modifications of 
histone proteins, but small noncoding RNAs now are being recognized as important epigenetic regulators. 
Small RNAs can initiate the formation of heterochromatin as well as regulate genes post-transcriptionally 
by preventing the translation of mRNA. 
Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) are maternally transmitted small RNAs that control mutagenic 
transposable elements (TEs). There is a striking interplay between heterochromatin formation and piRNA 
function as piRNAs target resident TE insertions for repression through heterochromatin formation. 
Although most DNA and chromatin based epigenetic marks are erased between generations, piRNA are 
directly deposited into the embryo to maintain TE repression across generations. Because piRNA can 
induce heterochromatin formation, the transgenerational transmission of piRNA is thought to be one of 
the ways that heterochromatin domains can be re-established in the embryo. 
In chapters one and two, I examine how disparate maternal piRNA pools influence gene expression using 
a sterility syndrome of hybrid dysgenesis in Drosophila virilis. Chapter 1 outlines the effects of TE 
silencing small RNAs on gene expression in the germline and subsequent effects on future generations. 
Chapter 2 extends that study to investigate how disparate piRNA profiles and gene silencing in the 
genome affect somatic gene expression.  
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Misregulation of epigenetic regulators is associated with many diseases, ranging from kidney diseases 
and neurodegenerative diseases, to cancer. Recently, epigenetic regulation has been implicated as playing 
a key role in the aging process. In particular, the landscape of silent heterochromatin has been shown to 
redistribute in aged stem cells and cells of the soma, leading to aberrant gene and transposable element 
expression. Although important for understanding the biology of aging, these cells do not affect future 
generations. In fact, little is known about heritable epigenetic changes that occur in aged germline cells 
that do give rise to the next generation. In chapter 3, I investigate whether the epigenetic deregulation and 
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Sexual reproduction allows transposable elements (TEs) to proliferate, leading to rapid divergence 
between populations and species. A significant outcome of divergence in the TE landscape is evident in 
hybrid dysgenic syndromes, a strong form of genomic incompatibility that can arise when (TE) family 
abundance differs between two parents. When TEs inherited from the father are absent in the mother's 
genome, TEs can become activated in the progeny, causing germline damage and sterility. Studies 
in Drosophila indicate that dysgenesis can occur when TEs inherited paternally are not matched with a 
pool of corresponding TE silencing PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) provisioned by the female 
germline. Using the D. virilis syndrome of hybrid dysgenesis as a model, we characterize the effects that 
divergence in TE profile between parents has on offspring. Overall, we show that divergence in the TE 
landscape is associated with persisting differences in germline TE expression when comparing genetically 
identical females of reciprocal crosses and these differences are transmitted to the next generation. 
Moreover, chronic and persisting TE expression coincides with increased levels of genic piRNAs 
associated with reduced gene expression. Combined with these effects, we further demonstrate that gene 
expression is idiosyncratically influenced by differences in the genic piRNA profile of the parents that 
arise though polymorphic TE insertions. Overall, these results support a model in which early germline 
events in dysgenesis establish a chronic, stable state of both TE and gene expression in the germline that 
is maintained through adulthood and transmitted to the next generation. This work demonstrates that 
divergence in the TE profile is associated with diverse piRNA-mediated transgenerational effects on gene 









In sexually reproducing species, two unique haploid genomes join together in syngamy to establish each 
generation. This mixing of genomes introduces potentially advantageous variation under changing 
environmental conditions, but also provides a condition ripe for exploitation by selfish elements (Hickey, 
1982). Because syngamy can introduce selfish elements to new genomes and recombination can separate 
selfish elements from their harmful consequences, selfish elements such as transposable elements (TEs) 
can proliferate (Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1983; Charlesworth and Langley, 1989). This is 
exemplified by the P element in Drosophila melanogaster. Through a likely horizontal transfer event from 
the distant species D. willistoni, the P element invaded D. melanogaster less than 100 years ago and is 
now found in D. melanogaster world-wide (Anxolabehere et al., 1988; Daniels et al., 1990). 
 
Because TEs can be harmful and also drive a rapid accumulation of differences between species, they 
have been proposed to contribute to reproductive isolation. While their proliferative nature makes it very 
unlikely that TEs are drivers of speciation itself (Coyne, 1986, 1989), TE misregulation has been 
observed in a variety of interspecific hybrids. For example, increased TE expression is observed in 
malformed backcrosses between recently diverged species of lake whitefish (Dion-Cote et al., 2014). 
Similar observations have been made in species ranging from Arabidopsis (Josefsson et al., 2006) to 
wallaby (O'Neill et al., 1998, 2002). Studies in Drosophila using interspecific crosses have been 
especially important for our understanding of TE control in hybrids. The results so far have been 
idiosyncratic. Interspecific hybrids between closely related members of the affinis, simulans, virilis and 
pseudoobscura groups of Drosophila show little evidence for increased transposition (Coyne, 1986, 1989; 
Labrador et al., 1999; O'Neill et al., 2002; Vela et al., 2014). In contrast, increased transposition is 
observed in crosses between D. buzzatii and D. koepferae (Labrador et al., 1999; Vela et al., 2014). In the 
latter case, the increased rate of TE movement has been attributed to a form of genomic stress, though the 
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nature of this stress is not clear. Additionally, interspecific hybrids between D. simulans and D. 
melanogaster  (which are more distantly related compared to those in previous crosses examining this 
question (Coyne, 1986, 1989) do show increased expression of TEs (Kelleher et al., 2012) and this is 
attributed to adaptive divergence in components of the TE regulatory machinery. Since species may differ 
significantly both in TE profile and regulatory machinery protein function, it is challenging to determine 
how divergence in TE profile alone contributes to TE activation in interspecific hybrids. 
 
For this reason, intraspecific syndromes of hybrid dysgenesis provide critical insight into the role that 
divergence in TE profile can play in determining TE activity across generations. Hybrid dysgenesis is 
defined as a syndrome of hybrid sterility (Kidwell et al., 1977; Kidwell and Novy, 1979) and germline 
damage that occurs in intraspecific crosses when the male carries one or more TE families absent in the 
female (Bingham et al., 1982; Bucheton et al., 1984; Yannopoulos et al., 1987).The dysgenesis 
phenomenon in Drosophila has provided crucial insight into mechanisms of host genome defense by 
small RNAs. This is because activation of TEs inherited solely through the Drosophila male germline can 
be explained by the fact that the maternal germline is the primary agent of transgenerational TE 
repression via PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) maternally loaded into the egg (Aravin et al., 2003). 
 
piRNAs are 23–30 nt RNAs found in complex with PIWI proteins and they play a crucial role in 
maintaining genome integrity via the repression of TEs. Many piRNAs are derived from TE fragments 
residing in distinct genomic regions known as piRNA clusters (Aravin et al., 2007; Brennecke et al., 
2007; Brennecke et al., 2008). Anti-sense TE transcripts derived from these clusters are processed into 
piRNAs and, in complex with PIWI proteins, serve as guides to target resident TE transcripts for PIWI-
mediated 'slicing' (Gunawardane et al., 2007). This system serves as a mechanism of genome defense 
because the proliferative nature of TEs can be inherently recognized by their tendency to transpose into 
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piRNA clusters, whereby they serve as guides to recognize mRNAs of the same TE family. In the absence 
of the maternally provisioned piRNAs that target TE mRNAs for PIWI-mediated slicing, paternally 
inherited TEs become activated in the progeny germline. This has been demonstrated for the P-M and I-
Rsystems of hybrid dysgenesis in D. melanogaster (Chambeyron et al., 2008; Grentzinger et al., 2012; 
Khurana et al., 2011b). In the P-M system, P strains, but not M strains, carry active copies of the DNA 
transposon known as the P element. In the I-R system, I (Inducer) strains, but not R (Reactive) strains, 
carry active copies of the non-LTR retrotransposon I element. Dysgenesis arises when I or P strain males 
are mated, respectively, with R or M strain females lacking such elements. These females are unable to 
maternally provision matching piRNAs that target the activating element. 
 
The P-M and I-R systems of dysgenesis represent cases in which the TE profile differs between strains 
with respect to only one family of inducing elements. In contrast, a third syndrome of hybrid dysgenesis 
in D. virilis represents a more complicated form of dysgenesis that appears to be caused by the mass 
action of multiple active elements abundant in one strain, but not another. Elements that likely contribute 
to this syndrome were first identified through direct analysis of induced lesions identified in the offspring 
of F1 progeny that escaped sterility from the dysgenic cross. The major driver of dysgenesis appears to be 
the Penelope element, the founding member of a clade of retroelements designated Penelope-like 
elements that are distinct from non-LTR and LTR retroelements (Evgen'ev and Arkhipova, 2005). Active 
copies of Penelope are abundant in the inducer strain (Strain 160) and only degenerate copies are present 
in the M/R-like reactive strain (Strain 9) (Lyozin et al., 2001). Furthermore, expression of the Penelope 
element is elevated in the ovaries and testes of F1 dysgenic progeny that have escaped ablation of the 
gonads (Evgenev et al., 1997). In addition to the Penelope element, three other elements (Helena, a non-
LTR; Paris and Polyphemus, both DNA transposons (Blumenstiel, 2014; Vieira et al., 1998) are also 
more abundant in the 160 inducer strain, and these likely contribute to dysgenesis. A complex mode of 
hybrid dysgenesis, driven jointly by multiple elements, is supported by the fact that females of some 
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"neutral" strains—capable of preventing dysgenesis when crossed with inducer males but also incapable 
of induction (Rozhkov et al., 2013)–lack Penelope piRNAs in the their germline. If Penelope is the sole 
cause of paternal induction, it is difficult to explain how such strains could prevent induction when the 
female germline lacks Penelope piRNAs. 
 
In light of this complexity, a second model for hybrid dysgenesis not directly driven by transposable 
elements in D. virilis has been proposed. A previous study showed that not only do inducer and reactive 
strains differ with respect to TE abundance, they also differ with respect to piRNA cluster activity 
(Rozhkov et al., 2010). In particular, small RNA sequencing in these two strains demonstrated that 
telomeric regions of the inducer strain exhibit uniquely strong piRNA cluster activity. Differences in 
telomeric cluster activity were proposed as potentially causative of dysgenesis. Here, we directly test this 
hypothesis by genetically assessing the contribution of inducer strain telomeres to hybrid sterility. 
 
Because the 160 inducer strain and the 9 reactive strain of D. virilis differ with respect to multiple 
elements, the dysgenic syndrome in D. virilis may perhaps be more similar to that observed between 
species with respect to TE profiles, but with minimal divergence in protein coding function since it arises 
from an intraspecific cross. This syndrome may be considered an intermediate state between the P-
M and I-R models and crosses between entirely different species that differ significantly at the genic level 
as well. Therefore, the dysgenic syndrome in D. virilis serves as a useful model for understanding the 
consequences of accumulating differences in TE profile between populations. 
 
A fundamental question is how TE activation in dysgenic crosses influences the entire genomic TE 
landscape. Early studies of P element hybrid dysgenesis in D. melanogaster indicated downstream 
activation of additional TEs (Gerasimova et al., 1984), but this interpretation was soon called into doubt 
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(Eggleston et al., 1988). Nonetheless, the syndrome of hybrid dysgenesis in D. virilis provides strong 
support for cascading germline activation of TEs because multiple TEs were found to transpose in the 
germline of dysgenic progeny (Evgenev et al., 1997; Petrov et al., 1995). While different TE families may 
contribute to the initial induction of dysgenesis in D. virilis, germline co-mobilization has been 
demonstrated by the transposition of TEs that are evenly distributed between the two strains, in contrast 
to Penelope, Helena and Paris, which are more abundant in inducer strain 160 (Rozhkov et al., 2011; 
Scheinker et al., 1990; Vieira et al., 1998). Significantly, a recent study of the P element system indicates 
that the previous conclusion of no co-mobilization may have been premature (Khurana et al., 2011b). In 
the face of P element activation, DNA damage can perturb piRNA biogenesis and this defective piRNA 
biogenesis is presumed to drive the mobilization of additional TEs. Thus, global TE mobilization may 
also be observed in syndromes of hybrid dysgenesis that are driven by a single element. Whether a similar 
mechanism caused by DNA damage explains co-mobilization in the D. virilis system is unknown. 
 
To fully understand the mechanisms underlying TE activation in dysgenic crosses, the developmental 
context must be considered since co-mobilization may be induced at any point in the developing or aging 
germline. A critical feature of the P-M system is that the germline crisis ameliorates with age. In 
particular, as flies age to 21 days, fertility is partially restored and piRNA levels that target the P element 
are restored to the same level as non-dysgenic reciprocal females. Thus, even though P element derived 
piRNAs are not maternally inherited, de novo piRNA production from paternally inherited P insertions is 
evident. This de novo piRNA production also coincides with restored silencing of P element mRNA. 
Rescue of germline crisis is also proposed to be enhanced by movement of other elements into piRNA 
clusters (Khurana et al., 2011b). 
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Here we use the unique system of hybrid dysgenesis in D. virilis to define the landscape of TE expression 
that coincides with the initial activation of multiple TE families. Because analysis of piRNA production 
and TE expression can be confounded in atrophied gonads, we focus solely on germline tissues that have 
escaped complete gonadal atrophy. Specifically, we examine piRNA and TE expression in 0–2 hour old 
embryos laid by F1 females from non-dysgenic crosses, and F1 escaper females of the dysgenic cross. 
This represents an endpoint of the dysgenic crisis and also provides insight into how the effects of hybrid 
dysgenesis in females that escape sterility can be passed on to further generations. In contrast to the P-
M system, which may resolve within the germline as flies age (Khurana et al., 2011b), the effects of 
dysgenesis on TE expression in the D. virilis system persist through adulthood. Because this occurs 
within an intraspecific cross, increased levels of persisting TE expression are not explained by divergence 
in the piRNA machinery. 
 
By comparing 0–2 hour old embryos laid by genetically identical females derived from dysgenic versus 
non-dysgenic crosses, we show that germline activation of TEs is driven by a multi-layered mechanism. 
Diverse elements are activated corresponding to TE copy number asymmetry between strains but there is 
also corresponding activation of some TEs that are evenly distributed between strains. This state of 
chronic increased TE expression is maintained as flies age, suggesting a different mechanism underlying 
co-mobilization compared to the P-M system. Interestingly, increased and persistent TE expression in the 
germline of females of the dysgenic cross coincides with a shift in piRNA pools. This shift in piRNA 
pools is associated with increased abundance of piRNAs that target genes outside of piRNA clusters, 
leading to significant effects on non-TE gene expression. Finally, differences in the TE profile between 
strains coincide with different modes of trans-generational gene regulation by genic piRNAs that arise 
from polymorphic TE insertions. Overall, this work identifies multiple modes by which differences in the 
TE landscape between strains can influence patterns of TE and gene expression across generations via 
piRNAs. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Custom D. virilis TE library 
Few annotated TEs are available for D. virilis. Therefore, we combined available annotated TE sequences 
with two computationally predicted libraries (generated with PILER (Smith et al., 2007) and REaS (Clark 
et al., 2007; Li et al., 2005) ( ftp://ftp.flybase.net/genomes/aaa/transposable_elements/) to generate a 
manually curated library. Several annotations (Uvir, Helena, TART, Telemac) were improved by manual 
curation. Portions of the PILER library were also manually curated. Additional sequence from 
the Helena element was obtained by interrogating a de novo assembly of the strain 160 genome. 
Redundancy was removed from this combined library first by removing repeats with significant blastn 
hits between and within the PILER and annotated library, with priority to annotated and longer sequences. 
With this filtered set, further redundancy was removed by blasting this library with and between the REaS 
library. 
Genome Sequencing and TE measurement from strain 9 and 160 
Genome sequencing was performed on both reactive strains 9 (non-inducer) and strain 160 (inducer). 
As D. virilis has very high satellite content (more than 40%) (Bosco et al., 2007), we elected to used 
wandering third instar larvae for our DNA source as previously described (Blumenstiel et al., 2009). 
These tissues include polytene tissues that are underreplicated in heterochromatin, thereby reducing the 
number of satellite reads and enriching for euchromatic TE insertions that are expected to be the most 
active. Wandering 3rd larvae were collected from strain 9 and 160, rinsed with 50% bleach, and DNA 
was extracted. 100 bp paired end sequencing was performed on an Illumina GAII with 400 to 500 bp 
fragments. TE abundance estimation was performed with single ends that were trimmed by Sickle 
(https://github.com/najoshi/sickle), mapped to the TE library with BWA-MEM (LI, 2013) and normalized 
by read numbers mapping to the reference. Homogeneity within mapped reads was measured using 
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piledriver (github.com/arq5x/piledriver) and averaging the frequency of the major allele across all 
nucleotides within the mapping for each TE. 
Estimation of zygotic effects of paternally inherited chromosomes 
From the genome sequences of strain 9 and 160, restriction fragment length polymorphisms were 
identified that distinguish between the strains at two positions for each chromosome. F1 males were 
generated from a non-dysgenic cross and these males were crossed to strain 9. 96 F2 progeny were 
collected, (48 from each class, dysgenic or non-dysgenic) and genotyped for chromosomes inherited 
paternally with RFLPs. Log-odds ratios for the probability for being dysgenic with a given chromosome 
were estimated using a generalized linear model for logistic regression (binomial family with a logit link) 
in R. Some failed genotypes resulted in N = 92. 
mRNA seq: Dysgenic and Non-dysgenic germline, Strains 9 and 160 germline, dysgenic and non-
dysgenic soma 
 
Dysgenic vs. non-dysgenic germline. 
RNA for sequencing was collected from embryos laid by F1 mothers from the dysgenic and non-dysgenic 
directions of the cross. Ovaries were not selected because dysgenic ovaries are often atrophied. Therefore, 
the germline tissue represented in this experiment is derived from mothers that have escaped germline 
ablation. Paternal effects on embryos that might occur when dysgenic females are mated with sterile 
dysgenic brothers were minimized by equally mixing males from reciprocal directions of the cross and 
allocating them in mating cages between reciprocal F1 females. This also ensured improved egg laying 
from dysgenic females. Overall, we collected four pools of 0–2 hour old embryos, aggregated across 
several days, from large population cages containing many hundreds of adults grown up simultaneously 
from multiple bottles. Females were maintained as continuously laying with a constant supply of yeast 
and grape plates and eggs were collected after 0–2 hour durations and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. 
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RNA was pooled from collections of 12 to 16 day old mothers and 19 to 21 day old mothers. From each 
age sample, two RNA-seq libraries were generated for single-end, 50 bp sequencing, for a total of four 
libraries per condition (dysgenic or non-dysgenic). 
160 vs. 9 germline. 
The same strategy was employed for collection of 0–2 hour old eggs from strain 9 and 160. Here, pools 
were also aggregated over multiple collections from large cages of pure strain 9 and 160 from multiple 
grow up bottles. Pool were aggregated over 7 to 15 days (young) and 15 to 25 days (old) and split for two 
RNA seq libraries per pool with reciprocal barcodes. Results presented are average RPKM per library and 
allele counts were pooled across all libraries. 
Dysgenic and Non-Dysgenic Soma: RNA for analysis from somatic gene expression was obtained from 3 
dysgenic and 3 non-dysgenic crosses. From each cross, 10 females were collected and aged 3 to 9 days. 
RNA was collected from these pools of 10 females, with abdomens removed. 
Analysis of mRNA seq data 
For estimates of gene expression level, RPKM was used. For statistical analysis, mapped count data was 
used. Reads were quality trimmed at the 3' end (up to 16 bp) and reads with 2 bp of quality less than 20 
were excluded using the Galaxy server. TE RPKM estimates were obtained by directly mapping with 
BWA to the annotated TE library and normalizing with known TE length and the number of reads that 
mapped to the reference genome. mRNA RPKM estimates were obtained using the RNA-seq tool in 
CLC. Fold analysis was performed by calculating RPKM(+0.01) ratios. We used DEseq2 (Love et al., 
2014) on RNAseq read count data to test for differential expression for both TEs and genes between 
dysgenic and non-dysgenic germ lines. Analysis of TEs and genes was performed separately. The model 
employed tested for treatment effects, age effects, and age x treatment interaction effects. While the same 
model was fit for genes and TEs, these models were run independently to account for possible differences 
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in the mean/variance relationship between these groups. Genes with fewer than 40 total reads mapped 
across all samples were removed from the analyses prior to calling differential expression in order to 
reduce the loss of power due to multiple testing. Statistical significance was assessed using FDR, focusing 
on treatment effect only. GO analysis was performed with GOrilla (Eden et al., 2009) 
using D. melanogaster orthologs genes sorted by FDR value for the test of treatment effect. 
Additional germline mRNA seq was performed using the same protocol for pure strain 9 and strain 160 
(RPKMs averaged for cluster analysis across 2 libraries each for 7–15 day old females and 15–25 day old 
females). Allele counts were determined by direct counting within the RNA-seq mappings (summed 
across all library mappings) for a SNP known to distinguish the two strains within the transcripts 
for cdi and oysgedart. Somatic mRNA seq analysis was likewise performed (3 libraries per condition, 
each library from 10 pooled female carcasses, RPKMs averaged across libraries and allele counts 
estimated as before). 
Small RNA sequencing 
All small RNA was size selected from 15% acrylamide, cut between an 18 bp oligo and the 30nt rRNA. 
Small RNA sequencing for dysgenic and non-dysgenic germline material was performed on embryos laid 
by the same mothers as for RNA seq, but at 15–16 days old, according to (Vigneault et al., 2012). Small 
RNAs from strain 9 and strain 160 pooled ovaries were sequenced according to (Li et al., 2009) with the 
oxidation reaction. Small RNAs from ovaries from individual F3 females was performed by Fasteris. 
Small RNA Analysis 
Reads were trimmed by removing adapters and filtered by size as piRNA (23-30nt) in CLC Genomics 
Workbench 7.0. Reads were then filtered by mapping to tRNA, ncRNA, miscellaneous RNA, and miRNA 
(including pre-miRNA) libraries from the D. virilis reference genome. The filtered 23–30 nt small RNA 
reads were mapped to our curated TE library with BWA.aln (Li and Durbin, 2010), using the default 
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parameters. Reads were normalized by non-unique mappers to the D. virilis reference genome using 
BWA.aln defaults. Calculations for ping-pong percent (Brennecke et al., 2008) and density of piRNA 
pairs were done with the R package viRome (http://www.ark-genomics.org/bioinformatics/virome), with 
some modifications. For genic small RNA analysis, reads were mapped uniquely with BWA.aln to 
the D. virilis reference genome, using default parameters. Reads were normalized by non-unique mappers 
to the genome. BEDTools intersect (Quinlan and Hall) was utilized to count piRNA hits on genes and 
CDS sequences. Fastq reads specific to genic piRNA hits were extracted using Enve-omics 
(https://github.com/lmrodriguezr/enveomics) and FASTX-Toolkit 
(hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/index.html) was used to process and analyze nucleotide bias for genic 
piRNA subsets. We did not perform DEseq2 analysis because estimation of the dispersion parameter with 
DEseq2 is unlikely to be robust with about 200 TEs, compared to standard mRNA-seq analysis that 
estimates the dispersion parameter using thousands of genes (Love et al., 2014). Percent ping-pong was 
defined as the percent of 23 to 30 nt mapping reads that had a corresponding read on the opposite strand 
with a 10 bp 5'-5' overlap. We also measured piRNA biogenesis by determining ping-pong pair density. 
This measure was obtained by counting all non-redundant ping-pong pairs (counting each read only once) 
per kb. 
Genetic analysis of genomic regions from strain 160 that maternally protect against dysgenesis 
To identify regions of the 160 genome that protect against dysgenesis when present in females, an F3 
mapping/QTL experiment was performed. F3 females were generated by crossing 160 females to strain 9 
males (a non-dysgenic cross), followed by two rounds of backcrossing to strain 9 males. This resulted in 
the production of F3 mothers for which strain 160 was the great-grandmother. All but the final cross was 
performed en masse. Dysgenic crosses were performed with >160 single 4 to 5 day old tester F3 females 
mated with three 4 to 5 day old strain 160 males. Adults were transferred to new vials daily and 
dysgenesis was estimated by counting the number of dysgenic testes in progeny over all testes counted (2 
per male) across three broods. Females were then collected, ovaries removed (for small RNA sequencing 
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by Fasteris, top protectors only) and carcasses retained for genomic DNA extraction. Genotyping was 
performed using the TaqMan Open Array platform on all females, with the exception of the top six 
females that had the strongest ability to protect against dysgenesis. SNPs distinguishing 160 and 9 
chromosomes were chosen in pairs for redundancy, one pair at each telomere and pericentric region, as 
well as one or two euchromatic SNPs. Care was taken to avoid repeat sequences by screening with Blast 
against the reference and also using RepeatMasker. F3 Females were then genotyped for 160/9 
heterozygosity, alongside pure strain 9 and 160 controls, by National Jewish Health. Single marker 
regression was carried out with RQTL after dropping individuals with missing genotype data from the 
analysis. 5000 permutations were done to find the significance threshold at alpha = 0.05. For the top 6 
protectors, whole genome sequencing was performed (100 bp, paired-end) using the Nextera library prep 
protocol. 
Genotyping by whole genome sequencing 
Reference genome scaffolds from D. virilis were concatenated according to their supported positions and 
orientations on known Muller elements, with a large scaffold arbitrarily generated by concatenating 
scaffolds from unknown positions. Using this new "assembly" we mapped all strain 9 and strain 160 reads 
and generated two consensus genomes. A pseudo-diploid heterozygous genome was then assembled by 
placing these scaffolds into one file. 
Paired-end reads from the top six protectors were mapped to the hybrid genome, using BWA’s default 
parameters, with the goal of inferring spans of heterozygosity for strain 160 by identifying reads that map 
uniquely, under high stringency, to the strain 160 haploid reference. The mapping output was piped into 
SAMtools for filtering by quality score (-q 42) and post-alignment processing (SAM to BAM conversion 
and indexing). A relatively high cutoff quality score was used in order to remove reads that could have 
mapped promiscuously. We were able to remove all reads that mapped to more than one locus/allele 
leaving us with reads that are specific to either strain 9 or 160. Spans of heterozygosity for strain 160 
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were visualized with a sliding window for read density along the 160 chromosomes within the psuedo-
diploid reference genome. 
Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing 
Chromatin isolation and immunoprecipitation was performed using 200 pairs of ovaries from strain 9 and 
strain 160 according to the protocol described in Du and Elgin (Gu and Elgin, 2013). 
Immunoprecipitation (IP) was performed using anti-H3K9me2 (Abcam 1220) at 1:100. Input and IP 
DNA was used for SR50-bp Illumina sequencing. H3K9-me2 enrichment was estimated using the 
IP:Input ratio of reads (with duplicates removed) uniquely mapping to the cdi or oysgedart locus 
(normalized to the total number of reads mapping in the library). 
RESULTS 
 
Genome wide asymmetry in TE abundance in a dysgenic cross of D. virilis 
Previous studies identified Penelope to be the primary driver of dysgenesis in the D. virilis system 
because multiple active copies reside in the inducer strain 160, but only degenerate copies reside in the 
reactive strain 9. in situ hybridization has identified more than 45 euchromatic Penelope insertions in 
strain 160 and none in strain 9 (Vieira et al., 1998). In addition, the Helena elements (euchromatic 
insertions Strain 160: 18; Strain 9: 0) and Paris elements (euchromatic insertions Strain 160: 26; Strain 9: 
0) were shown to be more abundant in inducer strain 160 (Vieira et al., 1998). Recently a third 
element, Polyphemus, was identified as more abundant in strain 160. Using genome sequence reads from 
strains 160 and 9, mapped to a D. virilis TE/repeat library (Supp. Data 1.1), we identified additional 
factors more abundant in strain 160 and potentially contributing to dysgenesis. Consistent with previous 
results, Penelope and Polyphemus showed the largest excess in strain 160, validating this approach. Using 
a 3-fold cutoff as a threshold, we further validated our detection methods by confirming that Helena and 
Paris copy numbers are enriched in strain 160 (Vieira et al., 1998). Overall, we identified eleven elements 
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enriched in strain 160 and three elements enriched in strain 9. Of the eleven enriched in strain 160, two 
repeat sequences (258 and 1069; Fig 1.1A) show no apparent evidence of TE related coding capacity 
(Supp. Data 1.2). Likewise, the three repeat sequences enriched in strain 9 show no apparent evidence of 
TE related coding capacity. In addition to the four TEs known to be overrepresented in copy number in 
strain 160, and the two putatively non-TE repeat sequences, we identify five additional elements enriched 
in strain 160 (Fig 1.1A). These are candidates for contributing to the dysgenic syndrome. It is important 
to note that in this comparison there is a form of ascertainment bias. Because strain 160 is more closely 
related to the reference strain, repeats entirely absent from the reference strain (but possibly present in 
strain 9) will be excluded. 
 
Coincident with the excess of multiple elements in strain 160, we found that the telomeric TART 
elements exhibit higher mapping abundance in strain 160, albeit below the 3-fold enrichment threshold 
(Fig 1.1A). TART elements have functioned as telomeres for millions of years in Drosophila 
(Casacuberta and Pardue, 2003), and our result demonstrates a strain-specific increase in bulk abundance 
of this long term resident. Telomeric TE content is under piRNA control (Khurana et al., 2010; Savitsky 
et al., 2006; Shpiz et al., 2011), and previous work has shown increased piRNA cluster activity in the 
telomeric regions of strain 160 compared to strain 9 (Rozhkov et al., 2010). Since reduced piRNA 
function can lead to increased telomeric TE activity, our observed TART excess in strain 160 may be a 
readout of compromised piRNA function in the inducer strain that is either a cause or consequence of TE 
excess. For these reasons, it was critical to test for a role of telomeric regions in the induction of 
dysgenesis. Overall, we found that diverse TE families are in excess in strain 160. This finding is 
consistent with the hypothesis that the invasion of the Penelope element itself into the reactive strain 
contributes to genome instability, possibly through the co-mobilization of other TEs within the strain 
(Evgen'ev, 2013). 
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TE age analysis identifies different modes for TE asymmetry between strains 
Divergence in TE abundance between strains can result from different processes. For example, long-
resident TEs may be in excess in one strain due to strain- or population-specific recent re-activation. By 
contrast, entirely new TEs may have invaded a species and have yet to spread equally throughout the 
genomes of the individuals within the population. The P element invasion in D. melanogaster is an 
example of the latter process (Daniels et al., 1990). It has recently invaded and is only present in natural 
populations/strains collected within the last seven decades. 
 
To distinguish among alternative processes contributing to asymmetry in TE abundance between strains 
160 and 9, we performed an age analysis of TE families using high sequence homogeneity within a TE 
family as an indicator of recent activation or invasion. A phylogenetic approach using full-length 
fragments is ideal for this purpose, but full-length TE assemblies are not available with short read 
sequencing technology. Therefore, we estimated relative TE family age by examining the sequence 
heterogeneity within mapping reads (Fig 1.1B) by considering the average frequency of the most common 
nucleotide variant, across all nucleotide variants within the mapping. 
 
A young element that has recently invaded will show high similarity (higher homogeneity) among copies, 
nearing 1 for an average frequency of the major nucleotide variant. Older elements, with patterns of 
activation that occurred in the more distant past, accumulate sequence-level differences among insertions, 
which contribute to lower homogeneity. This accumulation of differences among multiple copies is 
evident by lower nucleotide frequencies of the most common variant. For a recent TE re-activation in 
only one strain, we expect higher sequence homogeneity within that strain but higher heterogeneity in the 
other strain, arising from degraded copies. For an element that has recently invaded a species and is 
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present in both strains, but achieves greater copy number in one strain, we expect a similar level of 
sequence homogeneity in both strains. Finally, for an element that has recently invaded a species, but is 
entirely absent in one strain (similar to the P element in D. melanogaster), we expect higher homogeneity 
of reads in the carrying strain, but much higher heterogeneity in the naive strain, arising from sequence 
heterogeneity within the marginally mapping reads. 
 
Our age analysis of TE families revealed two classes of TEs that are enriched in inducer strain 160 (Fig 
1.1B). Consistent with previous analyses (Blumenstiel, 2014; Lyozin et al., 2001; Morales-Hojas et al., 
2006), one class includes Penelope, Polyphemus, Helena and Paris. In this class, we now also 
include Skippy and telomeric TART elements. Penelope and Polyphemus showed much higher 
homogeneity among copies in strain 160 compared to strain 9. We found the same pattern, albeit to a 
lesser extent, in Helena, Paris, Skippy and the telomeric TART elements. This pattern is highly consistent 
with recent activation of these elements from long-term resident status. A second class of elements 
exhibited a different pattern. Slicemaster, Uvir, 258, and 734 showed a pattern of nucleotide homogeneity 
consistent with similar age in both strains, while element 1069 appears to be slightly older in strain 160. 
In the case of elements like Slicemaster, which are very young (>99% nucleotide similarity), this can be 
explained by recent invasion of both strains but excess movement in strain 160, rather than re-activation 
in one strain from long-time resident status.  
 
Increased germline TE expression in dysgenic females persists through adulthood 
To determine the relationship between TE excess in strain 160 and TE expression in dysgenic 
progeny, we performed mRNA-seq from pooled 0–2 hour old embryos laid by F1 females of 
both the dysgenic (9 females X 160 males) and non-dysgenic (160 females X 9 males) directions 
of the cross. Notably, we did not measure TE expression in ovaries from F1 females because 
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dysgenic ovaries are atrophied and expression analysis from these tissues is confounded by 
altered ratios of somatic and germline tissue. 0–2 hour old embryos laid by F1 mothers represent 
a sample of pure germline tissue, albeit lacking piRNAs and mRNAs residing solely in nurse 
cells that are not loaded into the egg (Chambeyron et al., 2008). This is because zygotic 
transcription in D. virilis, as measured with the early, zygotic fushi-tarazu (ftz) gene, begins after 
2 hours (Blumenstiel and Hartl, 2005). Confirmation that embryos in these samples were 
collected prior to the onset of zygotic transcription was obtained by examining ftz expression in 
our RNA-seq dataset. 
 
Full penetrance of dysgenesis, evidenced by fully ` gonads, is observed in approximately 50% of 
male and female progeny from 9 female X 160 male crosses. Therefore, embryos analyzed by 
mRNA-seq from the dysgenic cross were those laid by mothers that escaped full sterility. In 
contrast to other systems, hatch rates are normal in eggs laid by escaper females. For clarity, 
these tissues will be referred to as dysgenic, even though these tissues escaped complete atrophy. 
Sexual maturity in D. virilis occurs at about 5 days. To determine the dynamics of TE expression 
as flies aged, we analyzed mRNA-seq data from 0–2 hour old embryos laid by F1 mothers 12–16 
days old, and 19–21 days old. 
 
First, ignoring age effects, our mRNA-seq results indicated different modes of increased TE 
expression in the dysgenic germline (Fig 1.2A). Overall, we find 15 TEs that were differently 
expressed between dysgenic and non-dysgenic germlines (FDR<0.05). Of these, nine are 
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significantly up in dysgenic and six are significantly up in reciprocal females, but the magnitude 
of increased expression in the dysgenic germline is significantly greater (Mann-Whitney U test 
comparing magnitudes of expression difference among differentially expressed TEs: U = 0, 
p<0.05). This is shown by the fact that all nine of the TEs with significantly increased expression 
in the dysgenic germline show more than a two-fold increase, but none of the six that are higher 
in expression in non-dysgenic progeny show this level of expression difference. 
 
TEs with excess abundance in the inducer strain showed increased expression in the dysgenic germline. 
There were high magnitude differences for some elements (Skippy and Helena; Fig 1.2A) but for others, 
the observed differences in expression between dysgenic and non-dysgenic germlines were more modest 
(Paris, Polyphemus and TART; Fig 1.2A) Importantly, while an assemblage of TEs are more highly 
expressed in the dysgenic germline, many TEs are expressed at equal levels in dysgenic and non-dysgenic 
crosses. This is also seen for TE expression in the P-M system (Khurana et al., 2011b). 
 
Overall, there is not a general rule that all elements more highly expressed in dysgenesis are higher in 
copy number in the inducer strain (Fig 1.2B). Ten of eleven elements that are more abundant in the 
inducer strain were expressed at higher levels in dysgenic progeny. However, five of the nine elements 
with significantly higher expression in the dysgenic germline are in slightly higher copy number in strain 
9 (Fig 1.2B). This finding is consistent with the observed co-mobilization that was originally identified 
through genetic approaches—TEs with similar copy number between strains can be co-mobilized by 
dysgenesis. For example, the Ulysses element is in similar copy number between strains, mobilizes in 
dysgenesis and shows about a two-fold increase in expression in the dysgenic germline, though this 
expression difference was not significant. In contrast, the Telemac element, at near-equal abundance 
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between strains 160 and 9, was one of the five expressed at slightly higher levels in the non-dysgenic 
germline. 
 
Accounting for age of F1 mothers, we found that the observed patterns of increased TE expression in the 
dysgenic germline were maintained through adulthood (Fig 1.2C and 1.2D). For example, 
the Helena element, which is more abundant in the inducer strain, shows an approximate 30-fold higher 
expression in embryos laid by 12–16 day old mothers. And in embryos laid by 19–21 year old 
mothers, Helena maintains an approximately 15-fold higher expression. This persisting level of increased 
TE expression in the dysgenic germline stands in contrast to the P-M system, where by 21 
days, P element expression equalizes between dysgenic and non-dysgenic females (Khurana et al., 
2011b). 
 
Maternal piRNA and siRNA deposition is an inconsistent predictor of TE expression in dysgenesis 
To determine how maternal inheritance of piRNAs (defined as small RNAs, 23–30 nt, filtered against 
known non-piRNA classes) and also siRNAs (defined as small RNAs, 21 nt, filtered against known non-
siRNA classes) might explain increased and persistent TE expression in the dysgenic germline we 
sequenced 18 to 30 nt RNAs from 0–2 hour old embryos laid by strain 9 and strain 160 mothers, and by 
F1 females from reciprocal crosses between the two strains. For F1 germline small RNAs, we collected 
embryos from the same pool of mothers used for mRNA-seq, but at intermediate maternal age (15–16 
days old). This allowed us to determine whether the persistent differences in TE expression in the F1 
germline of the dysgenic cross could be explained by a persistent defect in piRNA biogenesis. 
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A large number of TEs, including many with greater copy number in Strain 160, showed higher levels of 
maternally provisioned piRNA in strain 160 compared to strain 9 (Fig 1.3A). However, many TEs 
without large differences in copy number between strains also showed a more than 10-fold excess of 
maternally provisioned piRNA in the strain 160 genetic background (Fig 1.3A). Strikingly, despite the 
asymmetry in maternal provisioning observed in the strain 160 compared to the strain 9 background, 
piRNA differences are much less pronounced in the germlines of F1 individuals derived from the 
reciprocal 160 x 9 crosses (Fig 1.3B, non-overlapping 95% C.I.s for Pearson's correlation coefficient 
comparing to Fig 1.3A). This result is not consistent with global persistence of the maternally provisioned 
piRNA profile across generations. A significant exception to this is the Helena element, which maintains 
a higher level of piRNA in the non-dysgenic germline. 
 
Fig 1.3C demonstrates the degree to which asymmetry in maternal provisioning predicts TE expression in 
reciprocal dysgenic and non-dysgenic progeny in the next generation. Many of the elements that are more 
abundant in strain 160 have greater piRNA abundance in the 160 female germline and also are expressed 
at higher levels in the germline of the dysgenic cross. This drives a significant positive correlation 
between the log 2 of the ratio of piRNA abundance between strains and relative TE expression levels. 
However, with Spearman's rho less than 0.2, this is not a strong relationship. Therefore, maternal 
provisioning of piRNA is only a modest predictor of TE expression in hybrid dysgenesis. For example, 
element 750 shows no difference in piRNA abundance between parental strains but is more highly 
expressed in the dysgenic germline. Additionally, a reduced level of TE piRNA abundance persisting in 
the dysgenic germline is positively associated with increased expression for many (Fig 1.3D, for 
example Helena), but not all elements. In contrast to Helena, Skippy and Slicemaster are both more highly 
expressed in the dysgenic germline even though both show higher levels of piRNA abundance in the 
dysgenic germline. Therefore, multiple mechanisms appear to explain increased TE expression that 
persists in the dysgenic germline. 
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We also examined the role that siRNAs had in predicting differences in TE expression between reciprocal 
progeny. Similar to the effect of piRNA provisioning, we found that differences in the maternal load of 
TE siRNAs were predictive of differential TE expression between dysgenic and non-dysgenic progeny 
(Fig 1.3E). Since differences in maternal piRNA and siRNA load are strongly correlated between the 
strains (Fig. 1.8), this is not surprising. Interestingly, in contrast to piRNA levels, zygotic siRNA levels 
were not predictive of differences in TE expression between reciprocal progeny (Fig 1.3F). Overall, 
maternal piRNA levels are predictive of F1 piRNA levels but maternal siRNA levels are not predictive of 
F1 siRNA levels (Fig 1.8). Interestingly, maternal piRNA levels are in fact predictive of F1 siRNA levels 
(Fig 1.8). These results suggest that while siRNA levels are poor predictors of TE expression differences, 
their biogenesis in F1 progeny may be coupled to piRNA abundance. 
 
Increased and persisting dysgenic TE expression is not associated with a collapse of global piRNA 
biogenesis 
Raw abundance measures of piRNAs ignore critical aspects of their biogenesis and recent studies have 
demonstrated that globally reduced signatures of robust piRNA biogenesis likely contribute to the 
mobilization of diverse TEs (Kelleher et al., 2012; Khurana et al., 2011b). In contrast to interspecific 
crosses that show near complete collapse of the 23–30 nt small RNA pool, we found no evidence that 
piRNA biogenesis is skewed away from the 23–30 nt expectation based on the size distribution of small 
RNA reads (Fig 1.4A). For each TE, we estimated the percent ping-pong (Brennecke et al., 2008) as well 
as the normalized density of ping-pong pairs in the dysgenic and non-dysgenic germline. When we 
compared metrics directly (first column of heatmaps, Fig 1.4B) we found little evidence that piRNA 
biogenesis is grossly perturbed in the dysgenic cross, though a more sensitive comparison using 
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normalized Z-scores indicated a modest reduction in piRNA abundance and density of ping-pong pairs 
(Fig 1.4B). This is observed in the Z-score heat maps (Fig 1.4B, second column of heatmaps) for 
abundance and ping-pong pair density. Both showed an excess of negative Z-scores for dysgenesis 
(p<0.0001, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test). Importantly, both ping-pong abundance and ping-pong pair 
density are normalized, proportional measures of abundance that are likely influenced by increases in the 
abundance of non-TE, genic piRNAs in the same library (see below). 
 
In contrast to the piRNA abundance measures, we found no significant evidence for global ping-pong 
biogenesis disruption as measured by percent ping-pong. Note, for example, that many row Z-scores for 
percent ping-pong showed weaker Z-scores for non-dysgenic compared to dysgenic piRNA (compare 
upper and lower portions of the percent ping-pong Z-score heatmap, Fig 1.4B). A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank 
test also found no significant difference (p = 0.06) in percent ping-pong Z-score between dysgenesis and 
non-dysgenesis piRNA. If there is any tendency for perturbed piRNA biogenesis, it is not uniform across 
elements. 
 
Overall, there is a significant relationship between the difference in the normalized density of ping-pong 
pairs between parents and the difference between dysgenic and non-dysgenic germlines (Fig 1.9), 
demonstrating a role for maternal provisioning in establishing piRNA biogenesis in the next generation. 
In light of this, we found that transposable elements more highly expressed in dysgenesis (red bars, Fig 
1.4B) are in excess among elements with a reduced percent ping-pong signature. In particular, we found a 
significant correlation between difference in percent ping-pong Z-score and fold TE expression between 
dysgenic and non-dysgenic germlines (p = 0.044, Fig 1.4C). This trend is driven by the top eight elements 
that show higher expression in dysgenesis and all have lower percent ping-pong Z-scores in dysgenesis 
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(Fig 1.4C). These results do not support a model of global disruption in piRNA biogenesis maintained in 
adult flies. Rather, they support a model in which the persistence of higher expression for some TEs is 
driven by idiosyncratic defects in the restoration of piRNA biogenesis in aged females that occur on a TE-
by-TE basis. Strikingly, for several TEs, signatures of piRNA biogenesis appear largely restored, despite 
increased expression in the dysgenic germline. For TEs that are increased in expression in the dysgenic 
germline, there appear to be multiple causes (Table 1.1), including, but not limited to, reduction in ping-
pong pairs, suggesting multiple modes of TE derepression in hybrid dysgenesis. 
To distinguish among the drivers of TE expression differences between the dysgenic and non-dysgenic 
germline, we used the leaps package in R to identify the single variable that was the best predictor within 
a multiple regression framework. We considered copy number difference between the two strains, 
differences in piRNA and siRNA abundance in parents and progeny, and differences in percent ping-
pong. Differences in maternal piRNA abundance was selected as the single best predictor (R-squared: 
0.054, p = 0.0005). Using an alternate approach to model selection using the AIC (step AIC from 
the MASS package), the best fit model included only two variables: maternal siRNA abundance and 
piRNA abundance in the progeny (Multiple R-squared: 0.0674, p = 0.0005). Both of these variables are 
correlated with maternal piRNA abundance. Nonetheless, the selection of these two variables without 
including the maternal piRNA variable suggests that the influence of maternal piRNA abundance in the 
single variable model is jointly mediated by maternal siRNA pools and zygotic piRNA pools. It should be 
noted, however, the amount of variance explained by these models is low. 
 
Many genes are differentially expressed in dysgenic and non-dysgenic germlines 
We found that 267 genes are significantly upregulated, and 300 significantly downregulated in the 
dysgenic compared to non-dysgenic germline (FDR = 0.05). We performed GO analysis using the 
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GOrilla program that identifies enriched ontologies in sorted lists (Eden et al., 2009). Sorting by FDR 
value, we identified several interesting terms for genes down-regulated in dysgenesis. These include: 
reproductive process (FDR = 0.00015), chromatin organization (FDR = 0.0015) and gene silencing (FDR 
= 0.037) (Supp. Table 1.1). Since chromatin marks and gene silencing are important for TE control, 
down-regulation of these genes may play a role in increased TE expression in the dysgenic germline. 
However, a large number of GO terms were identified in the set of down-regulated genes and GO analysis 
can be difficult to interpret (Pavlidis et al., 2012). 
 
Increased genic piRNA production in the dysgenic germline 
Recent studies have demonstrated that in addition to TEs, genes may also be the target of piRNA 
silencing. Genic targeting by piRNAs can arise from neighboring TE insertions that drag flanking 
sequences into piRNA biogenesis and gene silencing in cis (Gu and Elgin, 2013; Haynes et al., 2006; 
Olovnikov et al., 2013; Sentmanat and Elgin, 2012; Shpiz et al., 2014; Sienski et al., 2012). Previous 
work in the D. virilis system of dysgenesis identified a piRNA cluster overlapping the center 
divider (cdi)gene (Dvir\GJ14359) (Rozhkov et al., 2010). Global gene expression might be modulated if 
genic piRNA silencing were either attenuated or enhanced during dysgenesis. Therefore, we examined 
how the global landscape of genic piRNAs was influenced by the activation of diverse TEs in dysgenesis. 
For this analysis, we excluded genes that lacked hits to CDS regions. We also excluded genes that lacked 
orthologs in D. melanogaster to exclude TEs mis-annotated as genes. 
 
In the dysgenic germline we found significant enrichment of piRNAs derived from genes. We identified 
105 genes that had at least 5 piRNA per million mapping to genic CDS regions in either the parental 
strains or reciprocal F1 progeny. For these 105 genes, there was a significant excess of piRNAs in the 
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dysgenic germline (Fig 1.5A; p-value < 0.0001, Wilcoxon-signed rank test). Genic piRNA production, 
relative to parental strains, is also higher in non-dysgenic progeny, indicating that this may arise from 
crosses between strains with divergent piRNA profiles. For some genes, the genic piRNAs were 
predominantly anti-sense, but the majority of genes were associated with primarily sense strand piRNAs 
(Fig 1.5B). Comparing genic piRNA density across introns and exons, we found that piRNAs from these 
genes are enriched on exons (Paired T-test across genes contrasting intronic and exonic density: Library 
1: p = 0.0046, Library 2: p = 0.0024). This suggests that genic piRNA processing may occur in the 
cytoplasm. We examined genic piRNAs for piRNA biogenesis signatures: first position U bias and 10th 
position A bias. Results indicate that the genic piRNAs are primary piRNAs (Supp. Table 1.2). From the 
entire set of 105 genes, focusing on 80 genes that primarily produce sense piRNAs, we found a signature 
of primary piRNA biogenesis and a very weak signature of secondary piRNA biogenesis (Library 1: U 
first position: 0.33, background U: 0.21, A 10th position: 0.25, background A: 0.22; Library 2: U first 
position: 0.33, background U: 0.21, A 10th position: 0.24, background A: 0.23). 
 
In addition, we looked for TE insertions within 2 kb upstream and downstream of these piRNA targeted 
genes. For the several genes that produced both sense and antisense piRNA, we often found evidence of 
either a TE in the reference genome or an indication of a nearby insertion in genomic mappings of one of 
the two strains. Not only did these genes have sense and antisense piRNA, but unique piRNA also 
mapped to intergenic regions around these genes, indicative of cluster spreading in cis. In contrast, genes 
with sense piRNA mapping only to exons usually showed no evidence of proximal TE insertions and 
piRNA did not map to intergenic regions. This supports the idea that these sense and exon-only piRNA 
are generated from processing of genic mRNA in the cytoplasm. 
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The 105 genes were also more highly expressed above the genome-wide background (Fig 1.5C, Wilcoxon 
rank sum test, p < 0.001). Among the genes with the greatest excess of piRNA abundance in the dysgenic 
germline, the primary piRNA biogenesis signature was strongest for the genes with expression level 
higher than 1000 RPKM (Supp. Table 1.2). This indicates that these small RNAs are not simply 
degradation products of highly expressed genes. Importantly, the production of these genic sense piRNAs 
has an apparent effect on gene expression. Of the 105 genes, 89 were identified to show the highest 
piRNA abundance in the dysgenic germline. These 89 genes were more lowly expressed in the dysgenic 
germline compared to the non-dysgenic germline (Fig 1.5D, Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.001). Among 
this set of 89 genes, there was a significant excess of genes more lowly expressed in dysgenesis compared 
to more highly expressed (p = 0.03, Sign Test). We attribute this to primary piRNA biogenesis from the 
sense strand since lower expression is observed for genes that are primarily targets of sense piRNA 
biogenesis (Fig. 1.10). 
 
GO enrichment analysis using GOrilla indicated that these 105 genes are highly enriched for ribosomal 
proteins (FDR p-value = 1.9E-13, 19-fold enrichment; Supp. Table 1.3. Seventeen of these eighteen 
ribosomal genes produce more piRNA in the dysgenic samples. These ribosomal piRNA targets are 
highly expressed, show a strong signature of primary biogenesis (Supp. Table 1.2) and are not among the 
group that show differential mRNA expression between dysgenic and non-dysgenic samples. Notably, 
there is a gene with histone acetyltransferase activity, nejire (Dmel\nej), which has strong effects on TE 
expression upon knockdown in D. melanogaster (Czech et al., 2013) and is also orthologous to a piRNA 
target in our list (Dvir\GJ19060). Nejire produces more piRNA in the dysgenic samples than non-
dysgenic, and has significantly lower mRNA levels in dysgenic versus non-dysgenic samples (p-adjusted 
value < 0.05). 
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Pericentric regions rather than telomeres influence dysgenesis 
While the induction of hybrid dysgenesis in D. virilis has been attributed to TEs enriched in the inducer 
strain 160, it has been proposed that differences in telomeric cluster activity in the inducer strain may also 
contribute (Rozhkov et al., 2010). Therefore, we employed a genetic approach to determine whether 
identified telomeric (Brennecke et al., 2007) clusters were causal of dysgenesis or, perhaps, simply 
consequences of excess telomeric TART activity identified in the inducer strain. In the previous study 
(Rozhkov et al., 2010), two telomeric clusters specific to strain 160 were identified, one residing at the tip 
of the second chromosome and another residing at the tip of the sixth chromosome. We therefore tested 
whether chromosomes carrying telomeres from the inducer strain 160 were highly inductive, when 
transmitted paternally, or highly protective, when present in the female germline of the dysgenic cross. 
 
We found that induction of dysgenesis is distributed across all chromosomes, with the exception of the 
dot sixth chromosome (Fig 1.6A). Therefore, strain 160 telomeres of the second and sixth chromosomes 
do not contribute uniquely to induction of dysgenesis. Using QTL analysis (Fig 1.6B) with special 
attention to telomeric and pericentric regions (motivated by the fact that these genomic compartments 
often contain TE-rich piRNA clusters (Brennecke et al., 2007; Grentzinger et al., 2012), we identified 
three genomic regions for which strain 160 variants at these positions significantly protected against F1 
sterility when present in the mother (i.e., dysgenesis; Fig 1.6C). The genomic region with the most 
significant effect corresponded to the pericentric region of chromosome 5. The pericentric region of the X 
chromosome also explained a significant proportion of variation in protective ability, followed by a 
euchromatic region in the proximal arm region of chromosome 4. We tested for interactions between 
these loci and saw no evidence for synergism (p-value for all interactions >0.2). Our previous work also 
found chromosome 5 to be the most protective, followed by the X and then chromosome 4 (Blumenstiel 
and Hartl, 2005). Together with the results from this study, there is strong genetic evidence that 
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pericentric, cluster-derived piRNAs play a role in the protection against dysgenesis in D. virilis. By 
contrast, variation in telomeric repeat abundance between strains does not explain variation in protection 
against dysgenesis. Thus, telomeric piRNA clusters and amplified TART elements are likely a result of 
TE destabilization in the inducer strain rather than a driver. 
 
No single region or piRNA pool is protective against dysgenesis 
To determine precise regions of the 160 genome critical for protection in a dysgenic cross, we performed 
whole genome sequencing of the six most protective F1 females for which DNA was available (Fig 1.6B 
and 1.6D). We found that among the most protective F1 females there was no single genomic region 
consistently derived from strain 160. In addition, across all six mothers, we identified at least one mother 
homozygous for strain 9 at each position of the genome (excluding unassembled regions). Therefore, no 
single genomic region appears critical for protection against dysgenesis. 
 
To determine whether piRNA from any particular TE enriched in 160 was dispensable for protection, we 
sequenced small RNAs from the individual pairs of ovaries of the six most protective F1 females. We first 
reasoned that the only TEs that are candidate inducers of dysgenesis are those for which piRNA 
abundance is greater in strain 160 than in strain 9. Among the 221 repeats within the TE library (Supp. 
Data 1.1), there are 141 that meet this qualification. We further reasoned that if any female with full 
repressive ability had piRNA abundances for a TE that were similar to strain 9, we could rule out that TE 
as a driver of dysgenesis. Of the remaining 141 candidate TEs, 88 TEs have at least one protective female 
that has normalized piRNA abundance derived from that TE less than or equal to strain 9. Thus, we were 
left with 53 candidate contributing repeats. Using these criteria, we were unable to eliminate any of the 
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elements 3-fold enriched from strain 160. Therefore, we are unable to conclude that maternal loading of 
piRNA corresponding to a single TE can mediate protection against the induction of dysgenesis. 
 
piRNA sequence data from the six most protective F1 females suggests a minimal role for the TART 
element piRNAs as mediators of maternal protection. This is because the vast majority of TART piRNAs 
in the protective mothers are derived from the tip of the X chromosome from 160 (Fig 1.6D) and three of 
the six females that are most protective against dysgenesis lack the X 160 telomere allele. Notably, the 
telomeric region of the X has special silencing properties in D. melanogaster that may explain the excess 
of TART piRNAs derived from this one genomic region (Marin et al., 2000; Niemi et al., 2004; 
Ronsseray et al., 2003; Ronsseray et al., 1998; Simmons et al., 2012), but in this system this region plays 
no role in protection against dysgenesis. 
 
Using small RNA sequence data from the six most protective F1 females we characterized the genetic 
basis for Penelope endo-siRNA production that we had previously shown to be derived from the X-
chromosome (Blumenstiel and Hartl, 2005). We confirmed that endo-siRNAs are not abundant when the 
X-chromosome from strain 160 is lacking (See individual 46; Fig 1.6D). These data also demonstrated 
that Penelope endo-siRNAs are contributed by several loci on the X chromosome (compare individual 98 
to 43 and individual 43 to 50; Fig 1.6D). However, as one individual (46) lacking the X chromosome is 
protective against dysgenesis, we can confirm that Penelope endo-siRNAs play a minimal role in 
mediating maternal protection. 
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Genic piRNAs influence gene expression across generations in multiple ways 
Together, the above results support a model of hybrid dysgenesis driven by the mass action of multiple 
transposable elements. However, divergence in the TE repertoire between strains can also lead to 
divergence in the genic piRNA profile. This is because genic piRNAs can be produced when TE inserts 
flank genes (Shpiz et al., 2014). 
 
Rozhkov et al. showed that strain 160 possesses a number of piRNA clusters absent in strain 9 (Rozhkov 
et al., 2010). The most well-characterized cluster is a telomeric cluster at the tip of chromosome 2 
encompassing the gene center divider (cdi). This dual strand piRNA cluster was found to be present in 
strain 160, but absent in strain 9. We observed the same pattern in our divergent laboratory stocks (Fig 
1.7). For a second cluster identified by Rozhkov et al., near the telomere of the 6th chromosome in strain 
160, but absent in strain 9, we found the opposite pattern in our strains. This cluster in our strain 160 had 
318 unique mappers per million mapped reads, whereas our strain 9 had 3,836 unique mappers per 
million mapped. The most parsimonious explanation for this is that this cluster was originally present in 
both lines, but independently lost in our strain 160 and Rozhkov et al.'s strain 9. Thus, some piRNA 
clusters may be prone to losing their activity over time. 
 
In addition to cdi, we identified the oysgedart gene (Dvir\GJ17620) in strain 9 that displayed a novel 
mode of genic piRNA targeting. A Ulysses element insertion upstream of this gene in strain 9 is 
specifically associated with genic silencing and shunting oysgedart into piRNA biogenesis (Fig 1.7). 5' 
genic piRNAs derived from oysgedart are dual-strand in strain 9 ovaries (which includes somatic and 
germline tissue) but biased towards the sense strand in the germline. 
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Maternal deposition of piRNAs derived from a specific locus can mediate piRNA biogenesis at that locus 
in the next generation (de Vanssay et al., 2012; Le Thomas et al., 2014b). For cdi, a recent study 
demonstrated that maternal deposition leads to maintenance of piRNA biogenesis from the 160 cdi allele. 
In progeny of strain 160 mothers and strain 9 fathers, maternally deposited piRNAs derived from the cdi 
cluster also activate piRNA biogenesis and methylation of H3K9 from the strain 9 cdi allele (Le Thomas 
et al., 2014a). 
 
We found that two modes of genic targeting by piRNAs result in contrasting effects on gene expression 
across generations. The first mode was found at the cdi locus (Fig 1.7). Here, maternal deposition 
of cdi piRNAs mediates silencing in the germline, but not the soma. Cdi gene expression is highly 
reduced in the germline of strain 160 and the germline silencing of both alleles of cdi is maintained when 
transmitted maternally and made heterozygous in combination with the wild-type strain 9 allele. In 
contrast, when the cdi cluster allele is transmitted paternally, piRNA cluster activity is reduced and 
germline expression levels are maintained near the level of strain 9, with similar contributions from each 
allele. Critically, this asymmetry in gene expression is not observed in the soma. Carcasses of females 
from reciprocal directions of the cross showed similar levels of expression from both alleles (Dysgenic 
Carcass: 17.1 RPKM [9 Allele: 7 counts; 160 Allele: 9 counts] vs. Non-dysgenic Carcass: 23.4 RPKM [9 
Allele: 5 counts; 160 Allele: 12 counts]) (Fig 1.7). 
 
The second mode was found at the oysgedart locus (Fig 1.7). The oysgedart allele in strain 9 shows a 
novel mode of genic targeting by piRNA. Similar to cdi, we identified sense and anti-sense piRNAs in the 
ovary. However, germline piRNAs derived from oysgedart are primarily sense derived. Strikingly, in 
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neither direction of the cross is this form of sense piRNA biogenesis maintained in progeny. Instead, the 
wild-type allele from strain 160 seems to function in trans to limit this mode of silencing. Thus, in both 
directions of the cross, the expression of oysgedart is maintained at equal levels, but only at about 60% of 
wildtype since the Ulysses insertion allele from strain 9 is expressed at a lower level. While sense piRNA 
biogenesis is turned off in reciprocal directions of the cross, expression of the 9 allele is reduced in cis. In 
neither direction of the cross does there appear a maternal effect on somatic expression for oysgedart. 
Even though expression of the 9 allele is reduced in the germline, it remains on in the soma of both 
dysgenic (RPKM: 62.0, [9 Allele: 21 counts; 160 Allele: 21 counts]) and non-dysgenic (RPKM: 80.9, [9 
Allele: 29 counts; 160 Allele: 25 counts]) F1 females (Fig 1.7). This demonstrates that the 
allelic cis effects on local silencing by the Ulysses insertion are germline, not soma, specific (Fisher's 
exact test for difference in allele effects between soma and germline. Dysgenic: p<0.0001, Nondysgenic: 
p<0.0001). Interestingly, in contrast to cdi which has shown to be enriched for H3K9 methylation in 
strain 160 ovaries, we find no evidence that oysgedart is so enriched in strain 9 ovaries (Supp Table 1.4) 
(Le Thomas et al., 2014a). 
 
We then tested how this mode of piRNA biogenesis is maintained in further generations. We found that 
the cdi piRNA cluster can cause heritable activation of piRNA biogenesis from the strain 9 allele, a 
process equivalent to paramutation. In F3 flies generated by backcrossing hybrid non-dysgenic females to 
strain 9 males (maintaining maternal transmission of the cluster) cluster behavior was maintained even 
when cdi was homozygous for the strain 9 allele (Fig 1.7). In one case, cluster behavior was lost. Because 
the cross scheme was maintained over two generations, we are unable to determine the generation in 
which the cluster activity was lost, however, it is clear that cdi can paramutate in one generation but that 
this paramutation is not robust across multiple generations (though see (de Vanssay et al., 2012). In the 





Due to their proliferative nature, differences in the TE landscape within populations and between species 
can accumulate rapidly. Since TEs are harmful, it has also been proposed that this divergence drives rapid 
evolution of the piRNA machinery itself (Kolaczkowski et al., 2010; Obbard et al., 2009; Simkin et al., 
2013). Divergence at both levels is expected to greatly influence patterns of TE activity in crosses 
between individuals. Within a species, hybrid dysgenesis syndromes driven from a single element family 
reveal that maternally deposited piRNAs targeting the activating TE are critical for maintaining TE 
control and fertility. In contrast, crosses between species that differ with respect to both TE profile and 
the machinery of piRNA biogenesis show dramatic collapse of piRNA biogenesis and this can be 
attributed to divergence in the piRNA machinery rather than differences in the maternally deposited pool 
(Kelleher et al., 2012). Previous studies, combined with results presented here, indicate that 
the D. virilis system represents a complex form of intraspecific hybrid dysgenesis involving more 
divergent TE profiles compared to other syndromes of hybrid dysgenesis. However, because it is an 
intraspecific cross, there is minimal divergence in the TE regulatory machinery. Therefore, the dysgenic 
syndrome in D. virilis can be considered an important model for understanding the dynamics of TE 
control at an intermediate stage in the divergence of TE profile within a single species. 
 
Here we show that differences between genetically identical dysgenic and non-dysgenic individuals are 
manifested in multiple ways. When genomes from two strains of D. virilis are brought together, TEs that 
are more abundant in one genome become more highly expressed in the germline of the next generation. 
This difference in TE expression persists in the germline as flies age. Coincident with this, there is also a 
persistent increase in TE expression for several TEs that are evenly distributed between strains. 
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We identify multiple modes by which piRNAs modulate gene expression. First, many genes become off-
targets for piRNA biogenesis, and their expression levels are reduced. The mechanism for this is unclear, 
but may be driven by the same mechanism that leads to idiosyncratic defects in piRNA biogenesis for 
some TEs. One possibility is that compromised piRNA function in the cytoplasm leads to a shift in the 
targets of primary piRNA biogenesis. A similar increase in sense genic piRNA abundance has been 
observed in rhino and uap56mutants and this has been attributed to compromised specificity in piRNA 
processing (Zhang et al., 2012). Therefore, the increased genic piRNA abundance in the dysgenic 
germline may be a readout of compromised piRNA biogenesis and loss of specificity in the cytoplasm. 
Secondly, divergence in the TE profile between strains leads to differences in the pool of maternally 
deposited genic piRNAs. Depending on the nature of genic piRNAs, these can modulate gene expression 
in diverse ways across generations. For the cdi gene, maternally deposited piRNAs from both strands 
mediate gene silencing of both alleles in non-dysgenic progeny. Alleles of cdi share properties with 
imprinted genes since expression depends on which parent the allele is inherited from. 
However, cdi differs from canonical imprinting in that a silenced cdi allele is capable of silencing the 
other allele in trans when inherited maternally, similar to paramutations observed in maize, mice and 
recently in Drosophila melanogaster (Alleman et al., 2006; Arteaga-Vazquez et al., 2010; Chandler, 
2007; Dalmay et al., 2000; de Vanssay et al., 2012).. Imprinted genes can have a significant downstream 
effect on patterns of gene expression (Mott et al., 2014). Even in Drosophila, where there is no evidence 
for DNA methylation, there are significant, albeit poorly understood, parent-of-origin allelic effects on 
global gene expression (Gibson et al., 2004; Wittkopp et al., 2006). Such transgenerational effects on 
gene expression may contribute to large numbers of genes being differentially expressed between the 
dysgenic and non-dysgenic germline. In contrast to cdi, a Ulysses insertion upstream of 
the oysgedart gene seems to mediate only deposition of sense piRNAs. In this case, the wild-type non-
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insertion allele appears to resist transgenerational silencing and expression is maintained equally between 
reciprocal hybrids. 
 
Since we identify a large number of differences in TE and genic expression that are mediated by piRNAs 
in diverse ways, it is difficult to distinguish between causal factors and downstream effects. However, our 
genetic analyses clearly demonstrate that both induction of and protection against dysgenesis is 
distributed across the genome. Since multiple TE families are in excess copy number in the inducer strain, 
the weight of evidence favors a complex mode of hybrid dysgenesis driven jointly by the mass action of 
multiple elements. This is supported by the fact that the regions of the genome that are most protective 
against dysgenesis are located in the pericentric regions, which are known to be critical sources of 
piRNAs (Brennecke et al., 2007; Grentzinger et al., 2012), further supporting a model in which 
pericentric regions play a unique role in TE control (Bergman et al., 2006). 
 
Representing an intermediate state of TE divergence between single TE family dysgenesis syndromes and 
interspecific crosses, several observations are worth noting from the D. virilis system. First, in crosses 
between D. melanogaster and D. simulans, piRNA biogenesis is globally defective and this is attributed 
to the accumulation of incompatibilities that arise from rapid divergence in the protein sequence of the 
piRNA biogenesis machinery. In the D. virilis system where there is only divergence in the TE profile 
between strains, we see no such global collapse of piRNA biogenesis. In this sense, this is more similar to 
what is observed in the P-M system of dysgenesis. 
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However, there are some key distinctions between the P-M system, driven by a single element, and 
the D. virilis system of dysgenesis. In the P-M system, as flies age, piRNAs targeting the active element 
are restored and P element silencing is regained. We see very little restoration of silencing for many TEs 
that are most likely to contribute to dysgenesis. For example, the Helena element remains much more 
highly expressed in the dysgenic germline and this is also associated with failure to restore the piRNA 
pool targeting Helena. Therefore, despite the fact that these tissues (0–2 hour old embryos) have escaped 
the ablation event of dysgenesis, idiosyncratic defects in TE silencing persist and these are passed on to 
the next generation. Furthermore, increased TE expression is observed for some TEs that appear to have a 
restored level of piRNA biogenesis. Thus, a further defect in dysgenesis is a lack of effective silencing by 
a restored pool of piRNA. This suggests multiple mechanisms contribute to chronic increased TE 
expression in the dysgenic germline. 
 
A long-standing question is what underlies TE co-mobilization in dysgenic syndromes in Drosophila. For 
many years, the D. virilis system was considered unique in that it was associated with increased 
movement of elements equally abundant between strains, the Ulysses element being the best example. 
Recent work by Theurkauf and colleagues suggest that co-mobilization in fact may be a general property 
of dysgenic syndromes (Khurana et al., 2011b). By what mechanism does the movement of one element 
activate the movement of others? The current working model is that DNA damage from a moving element 
activates the DNA damage response within the germline. This, in turn, drives Chk-2 mediated 
phosphorylation and degradation of Vasa. Vasa is critical for nuage assembly and germline piRNA 
biogenesis (Malone et al., 2009). In the absence of proper Vasa and germline piRNA function, resident 
transposons become activated, leading to co-mobilization. 
This is a strong candidate for the mechanism of co-mobilization in the D. virilis system. A burst of TE 
mobilization in the germline at any time during development may drive movement of TEs found in equal 
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copy number between strains via the DNA damage response. However, it is difficult to explain the 
persisting and idiosyncratic pattern of increased expression for some TEs in the dysgenic germline that is 
observed in aged females that have escaped sterility. In the P-M system, Vasa degradation is relieved as 
the aging dysgenic flies recover partial fertility and Pelement silencing is restored. In D. virilis, full 
silencing is not restored, even in the germline that has escaped ablation. Coinciding with increased levels 
of expression that persist for some TEs, we also note that there is a persisting increase in piRNAs that 
target genes. This is similar to observations in flies defective in rhino and uap56 (Zhang et al., 2012). We 
have shown that global defects in TE repression observed during hybrid dysgenesis share this feature. 
Strikingly, the genes that are piRNA targets are highly enriched for ribosomal proteins RNAs (FDR p-
value: 1.9E-13, 19-fold enrichment; Supp. Table 1.3). The mechanism by which increased genic piRNAs 
target ribosomal protein RNAs is unclear, however there are multiple lines of evidence that disrupted 
levels of ribosomal proteins can lead to increased levels of repeat expression (Komili et al., 2007). For 
example, an early genome wide screen in C. elegans identified approximately 27 genes involved in 
transposon silencing, two of which were ribosomal proteins (Vastenhouw et al., 2003). Disruption of the 
ribosome is known to trigger nucleolar stress and p53 activation (Zhang and Lu, 2009). Thus, nucleolar 













Figure 1. 1 Multiple transposable elements are associated with induction of hybrid dysgenesis. (A) Relative 
mapping abundance of single-end, 100 bp reads from strain 9 and strain 160 (normalized by reads mapping to the 
genome), to a consolidated repeat library. Eleven elements are in 3-fold excess in strain 160 and are indicated here 
and throughout with red. TART elements are about 1.7-fold in excess and are indicated here and throughout with 
blue. No apparent TEs were found in excess in strain 9. (B) Using piledriver (https://github.com/arq5x/piledriver) 
we assessed homogeneity within reads mapping to the TE library by determining the average frequency of the major 
variant in both strains. TEs in excess in strain 160 are either more homogenous in strain 160 or similarly aged 












Figure 1. 2. Increased TE expression in the dysgenic germline persists through adulthood. (A) RPKM+0.01 
(log 10, average across both ages) for TEs, Dysgenic vs. Non-dysgenic germline. TEs that are in excess in 160 are 
more highly expressed, as well as many TEs that are not in excess. (B) Fold excess in expression (RPKM+0.01, log 
2, average across both ages) vs. fold excess in abundance in strain 160. Nearly all TEs that are in excess in 160 show 
increased expression in the dysgenic germline (11/12). But multiple TEs that are equivalent in abundance between 
strains are also increased in expression. (C,D) Increased expression in the dysgenic germline is maintained as flies 
age. Note: Log scale obscures magnitude of difference for some TEs that demonstrate significant differences in 






Figure 1. 3. TE expression as a function of piRNA and siRNA abundance in parental strains and progeny. 
(A). Normalized (per 1 million mappers) piRNA abundance +0.1 (log 10) in the strain 9 germline vs. the strain 160 
germline. A large number of TEs show increased piRNA expression in the strain 160 germline, especially TART 
and others enriched in abundance in strain 160. Diagonal lines indicate 10-fold levels of difference (B) Normalized 
(per 1 million mappers) piRNA abundance +0.1 (log 10) in the dysgenic germline vs. the non-dysgenic germline. 
piRNA abundances for many TEs with greater excess in strain 160 become similar in the dysgenic germline. A 
significant exception to this is the Helena element. Diagonal lines indicate 10-fold levels of difference. (C) TE 
piRNA excess in strain 160 vs. relative expression level in dysgenesis. TE piRNA asymmetry between 160 and 9 is 
not the sole determinant of increased expression in dysgenesis. Some elements, such as 750, are increased in 
expression in dysgenesis, despite similar piRNA abundances in 9 and 160. (D) TE piRNA excess in the non-
dysgenic germline vs. relative TE expression level in dysgenesis. Elements such as Skippy and Slicemaster show 
equilibrated piRNA abundances, but excess expression in the dysgenic germline. (E) TE siRNA excess in strain 160 
vs. relative TE expression level in dysgenesis. (F) TE siRNA excess in the non-dysgenic germline vs. relative TE 








Figure 1. 4. Signatures of piRNA biogenesis in the dysgenic germline show only modest defects. (A) Size 
distributions of small RNAs are similar between dysgenic and non-dysgenic germlines. Distribution of all small 
RNAs (not normalized) from four germline libraries (2 dysgenic, 2 non-dysgenic) filtered for tRNA, rRNA and 
snoRNA. (B) piRNA biogenesis signature heatmaps. TEs upregulated in the dysgenic germline (a difference of 5 
RPKM or higher) are indicated with red bars. TEs upregulated in the non-dysgenic germline (a difference of 5 
RPKM or higher) are indicated with purple. On the left are heatmaps for raw measures of abundance, the density of 
ping-pong pairs and percent ping-pong. On the right are heatmaps for the same metrics, but by row z-score. For raw 
measures, there are no globally discernible effects of dysgenesis on piRNA biogenesis. Row z-scores in dysgenesis 
do show lower values for abundance measures (abundance and ping-pong pair density), but not percent ping-pong 
(see text). (C) Fold excess in expression in dysgenesis vs. the difference in percent ping-pong Z-score between 
dysgenic and non-dysgenic germline. Of the top eight that are most differently expressed in dysgenesis, all have 




Figure 1. 5. Genic piRNA targeting is increased in the dysgenic germline. (A) log10 Z-score heat map of genic 
(CDS) piRNA density for D. melanogaster orthologs (above a threshold of 5 piRNAs per CDS per 1 million mapped 
in at least one of four columns). Of these 105 genes, there is an excess of genic piRNAs in the dysgenic germline 
(89 genes with greatest genic targeting in dysgenesis, P<0.001) (B) Sense vs. Anti-sense abundance for piRNAs in 
genic piRNA class for one library (Sample 1). Some CDS regions are predominantly the source of anti-sense 
piRNAs, but the majority are biased as a source of sense strand piRNA (C) Distribution of expression levels (log 10 
RPKM+0.01) for all genes in the genome and piRNA target genes (expression levels from non-dysgenic germline). 
Genic piRNA targets are derived from more highly expressed genes (p < 0.001). (D) Of 105 genes, the 89 that show 
excess genic piRNA in dysgenesis are also more lowly expressed in dysgenesis. Shown is the distribution of 
expression ratios (dysgenic:non-dysgenic) for all genes and genes that are increased as a source of genic piRNAs in 




Figure 1. 6. Genetic analysis of zygotic induction and maternal repression of gonadal atrophy. (A) Induction of 
sterility by 160 is broadly distributed across the genome, with the exception of chromosome 6 (the dot 
chromosome). Log odds ratios for probability of induction were estimated by crossing F1 males to strain 9, 
determining whether F2s had male gonadal atrophy and genotyping F2s to determine the chromosomes inherited 
from the father. Estimates were determined using a generalized linear model for logistic regression (binomial family 
with a logit link). Values in red are actual odds ratios. Whiskers are 95% confidence intervals. Chromosome 5 is 
significant at 0.1 level only. X chromosome is not scored because dysgenesis is scored in males and males do not 
inherit the X from their fathers (N = 92). (B) Scatterplot showing proportion of dysgenic testes (y axis) observed in 
the progeny of each F3 female individual (x axis). Red dots indicate F3 females that were selected for whole 
genome sequencing. (C) Single marker QTL analysis identified 3 putative QTLs: one flanking the centromeres of 
the 5th and X chromosomes and one of the tested euchromatic regions of the 4th chromosome. (D) Top row: Results 
from the genotyping assay. Colored rectangles represent the presence of strain 160 SNPs in individuals, ranked from 
top to bottom (most protective individuals on top). Scatterplots: sequencing results. Each dot represents the average 
number of base pairs that uniquely mapped to every 10kb of the 160 genome. Valleys indicate regions of strain 9 
homozygosity. Black dots above scatterplots show the location of each SNP used for our genotyping assay. Grey 
background demonstrates that no region of the genome from 160 is necessary to protect against dysgenesis. Right-
most columns: Number of piRNAs mapped to TART sequences, per million reads, for each F3 female individual. 
Color intensity is representative of TART piRNA abundance. Number of 21 nt endo-siRNAs mapped 
to Penelope sequences, per million 21 nt reads, for each F3 female individual. Color intensity is representative 




















Figure 1. 7. Germline and ovary genic cluster behavior across generations for D. virilis orthologs of center 
divider and oysgedart from D. melanogaster. piRNA mapping densities are indicated. mRNA-seq RPKM for 
germline (0–2 H embryo) is also indicated. Allelism was determined by counting mRNA-seq reads based on SNPs 
that distinguish strain 9 and 160. Strain 160 cluster identity is maintained for cdi in non-dysgenic progeny in which 
strain 160 is the mother. This is correlated with silencing of both alleles in the non-dysgenic germline. In contrast, 
the cluster is not maintained in the dysgenic germline and both alleles are expressed. Somatic expression is not 
affected. Germline cluster identity for oysgedart (which in the germline is predominantly sense) is lost in progeny. 
In this case, expression is even between reciprocal progeny, but germline expression is lower from the 9 allele in 
both directions of the cross. For cluster behavior in F3 backcrosses, heterozygosity or homozygosity of the 
respective allele is indicated. Notice how cluster identity is maintained for cdi to varying degrees in individuals 





Figure 1. 8. Relationships between maternal and zygotic abundance for piRNA and siRNA pools. Red 
indicates TEs with significant differences in expression at FDR<0.05. Blue indicates TEs with significant 
differences in expression at FDR<0.1. A) Log 2 of piRNA abundance ratio (160:9, per million mapped) vs. Log 2 of 
siRNA abundance ratio (160:9, per million mapped). B) Log 2 of piRNA abundance ratio (160:9, per million 
mapped) vs. Log 2 of piRNA abundance ratio (non-dysgenic:dysgenic, per million mapped). C) Log 2 of siRNA 
abundance ratio (160:9, per million mapped) vs. Log 2 of siRNA abundance ratio (non-dysgenic:dysgenic, per 
million mapped). D) Log 2 of piRNA abundance ratio (160:9, per million mapped) vs. Log 2 of siRNA abundance 
ratio (non-dysgenic:dysgenic, per million mapped). E) Log 2 of piRNA abundance ratio (non-dysgenic:dysgenic, per 




























Figure 1. 9. Differences in TE ping-pong pair density are influenced by maternal differences in ping-pong 
pair density. The difference in ping-pong pair density (per million mapped) between 160 and 9 (160 minus 9) vs. 
the difference in ping-pong pair density (per million mapped) between Non-dysgenic and Dysgenic (Non-dysgenic 
minus dysgenic). Larger differences in ping-pong pair density correspond to larger differences between dysgenic 
and non-dysgenic germline. However, many TEs differentially expressed show minimal differences in ping-pong 
pair density, either in parents or offspring. Red indicates TEs with significant differences in expression at 













Figure 1. 10. Average expression (RPKM) ratio for genes from 0–2 hour old embryos laid by dysgenic and 
non-dysgenic females. A) Genome wide expression ratio distribution (Dysgenic:Non-Dysgenic) and B) Distribution 
of expression ratios (Dysgenic:Non-Dysgenic) for genes producing sense piRNAs, with highest piRNA abundance 





























Chapter 2:  































piRNAs are key regulators of transposable elements (TEs) that have been also shown to have strong 
effects on gene expression in the germline. The degree to which they contribute to intraspecific variation 
in gene expression in somatic tissues is poorly understood. Here, using a syndrome of hybrid dysgenesis 
in D. virilis, we evaluate how gene expression profiles differ in the soma of progeny whose mothers 
greatly differ in their piRNA profile. Moreover, because gonadal atrophy occurs in about 50% of progeny 
of the dysgenic cross, we can contrast the maternal effects of a divergent piRNA pool with the effects on 
gene expression that arise from loss of the germline. This allows us to determine whether variation in 
gene expression arising during hybrid dysgenesis could be explained by loss of germline, rather than 
contrasting maternal piRNA profiles. We have evaluated these contrasting effects by performing RNA 
sequencing on head and thorax tissue males and females of reciprocal crosses, with and without atrophied 
gonads. While there are substantial differences in gene expression in the heads and thorax of reciprocal 
progeny, we find that maternal piRNA contribution has little to no direct effect overall but may influence 
downstream expression of some genes through off-targeting in the germline. We also find that some 
reciprocal hybrid somatic expression differences are potentially caused by disparities in maternal mRNA 
loading. A comparison of expression profiles of carcasses with ovaries to genetically and epigenetically 
identical flies that lack ovaries, reveals changes in the expression of genes involved in metabolic 
processes and energy usage in tissues distant from the germline, with some gene expression differences 








While most genes exhibit Mendelian inheritance, parent-of-origin effects play a key role in determining 
variation in both gene expression and the phenotype. An extreme example of such parent-of-origin effects 
are the disparate fertility phenotypes in hybrid dysgenesis syndromes, where one direction of the cross 
leads to gonad ablation and sterility in the progeny, while the reciprocal cross maintains normal gonad 
development and function (Kidwell et al., 1977; Kidwell and Novy, 1979).  This syndrome manifests 
from offspring inheriting transposable elements from the father that are absent in the mother (Bingham et 
al., 1982; Bucheton et al., 1984). Transposable elements are genetic sequences that replicate and can 
move autonomously, and with other repeat sequences make up approximately 14% of the Drosophila 
virilis genome (Drosophila 12 Genomes et al., 2007). Not only is their accumulation an important 
contributor to genome variation, but their movement can cause harmful genetic events such as 
chromosomal rearrangement and mutation. To limit their spread, an adaptive small-RNA immune system, 
PIWI-interacting RNA (piRNA), evolved in the animal germline (Aravin et al., 2007; Aravin et al., 2003; 
Brennecke et al., 2007). One interesting feature of the piRNA immune response in Drosophila is that 
piRNAs are transmitted exclusively through the maternal germline, deposited by the mother into the 
developing egg (Aravin et al., 2003). The reliance on this cytoplasmic contribution becomes problematic 
when piRNA pools are not complementary to the TE profile coming from the paternal genome. The lapse 
of immunity leads to an activation of TEs, a genome crisis that can result in apoptosis of germ line cells 
and subsequent sterility.  
 
An essential question is how this genomic conflict that results in TE activation and sterility influences 
genomic expression of the organism as a whole. While the TE activation itself is limited to the germline, 
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there may be other cascading effects of divergent maternal piRNA pools that manifest in tissues of the 
soma.  
For example, we and others have previously found that in addition to modulating TE expression, disparate 
piRNA profiles in strains can also influence gene expression through the off-targeting of genic sequences 
(Erwin et al., 2015; Le Thomas et al., 2014b; Shpiz et al., 2014). A common scenario of piRNA-mediated 
gene silencing is where a euchromatic TE insertion nucleates the formation of a piRNA-generating 
cluster, which spreads to the surrounding regions (Olovnikov et al., 2013; Shpiz et al., 2011). Notably, 
piRNA can silence at the transcriptional level by recruiting heterochromatin modifiers to establish 
silencing (Gu and Elgin, 2013; Sentmanat and Elgin, 2012; Sienski et al., 2012). This ability to nucleate 
heterochromatic silencing, paired with their epigenetic and transgenerational inheritance, may play a 
critical role in establishing the heterochromatin landscape in not only the adult but also in the next 
generation.  To this point, we and others have shown that piRNA-mediated silencing is capable of 
paramutating naive alleles and that this robust form of silencing can be propagated across multiple 
generations (de Vanssay et al., 2012; Erwin et al., 2015). PIWI-interacting RNAs have also been found in 
other tissues beyond the germline (Ghildiyal et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2016; Lewis et al., 2018; Perrat et 
al., 2013; Rajasethupathy et al., 2012). For all of the reasons outlined above, it has been proposed that 
piRNA may be master regulators of gene expression. Thus, the dysgenesis syndrome can provide a 
unique insight into the role that divergence in piRNA profiles can play in determining somatic gene 
expression in progeny.  
 
Defining the effects of maternal piRNA profile on somatic gene expression in progeny can be confounded 
by the effects of gonadal ablation that can occur during dysgenesis.  This concern is further validated by 
the fact that other studies looking at D. melanogaster carcasses with and without germlines found 
dramatic differential expression in germline-distant tissues (Parisi et al., 2010; Parisi et al., 2004). The 
Drosophila virilis hybrid dysgenesis offers a fortuitous solution to this issue as hybrid sterility is not fully 
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penetrant in our system, leading to 50% of dysgenic progeny escaping the syndrome with intact and 
normal gonads. Thus, by comparing somatic tissue of dysgenic progeny with and without gonads against 
nondysgenic progeny that have gonads, we may identify the difference in gene expression attributed to 
gonad ablation rather than parental contribution of piRNAs. This not only allows us to compare reciprocal 
progeny without confounding factors from gonad tissue imbalance but also to investigate how gonadal 
ablation effects germline-distant tissue in D. virilis by comparing epigenetically identical hybrids within 
the dysgenic progeny that undergo versus escape sterility.  
 
Here we use head and thorax mRNA data from dysgenic and nondysgenic flies, controlling for the 
amount of gonadal tissue, to tease apart the effects of sterility on gene expression from strict maternal 
effects. While we find that some of these expression differences may be due to downstream effects of 
genic off-targeting by piRNA, we find little evidence that overall expression differences are attributed to 
differences in maternal piRNA pools. Using carcasses from dysgenic progeny that differ in sterility 
phenotype also allows us to identify sets of genes that show variable patterns of gonad-dose dependence. 
We also find that D. virilis females exhibit similar responses to gonadal ablation as its 40-million-year-
diverged relative, D. melanogaster (Obbard et al., 2012). Lastly, we report that D. virilis males show a 




Sample collection: non-dysgenic soma and dysgenic soma, varying in gonad amount  
An overview of samples used for comparisons is given in Table 2.1 
Female dysgenic soma, varying in ovary amount 
For the dysgenic cross, a single strain 9 female was put in a vial with two strain 160 males. Samples for 
sequencing were obtained from F1 progeny of 8 dysgenic crosses. From each cross, F1 females were 
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collected and aged 12 to 15 days. Each sample was a pool of ~4 females from a single cross, with 
abdomens removed. For 3 of these crosses, we were able to collect pools from each ovary condition – 
carcasses from females with 2 normal ovaries, carcasses from females with 1 normal ovary and one 
atrophied ovary, and carcasses from females with two atrophied ovaries. This imbalance is due to the fact 
that there were not always enough replicates of a certain ovary condition within each cross. Additionally, 
two of the dysgenic atrophied ovaries samples (D18 and D12) had 2 flies instead of 4.  
Female non-dysgenic soma 
Samples for sequencing were obtained from 5 non-dysgenic crosses. From each cross, 4 females were 
collected and aged 12 to 15 days. In total, we collected 5 pools of 4 females with abdomens removed.  
Male dysgenic soma, varying in testis amount 
 
Samples for sequencing were obtained from 3 dysgenic crosses. F1 males were collected and aged 12 to 
15 days. For each of the 3 crosses we collected a pool of 4 males with 2 normal testes and a pool of 4 
males with 2 atrophied testes, abdomens removed.  
Male non-dysgenic soma 
Samples for sequencing were obtained from 3 dysgenic crosses. From each cross, 4 males were collected 
and aged 12 to 15 days. In total, 3 pools of 4 males with abdomens removed were collected. 
RNA extractions and library prep 
All samples were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and RNA extracted using a standard Trizol extraction 
with 5PRIME Phase Lock Gel Heavy tubes to optimize recovery during phase separation. To prepare 
libraries, we used the Illumina TruSeq v2 RNA kit according to the instructions.  We had a total of 29 
libraries, 20 female libraries with 5 samples for each of the four conditions (nondysgenic, dysgenic 2 
ovaries, dysgenic 1 ovary, dysgenic 0 ovaries) and 9 male libraries with 3 samples for each of the 3 
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conditions (nondysgenic, dysgenic 2 testes, dysgenic 0 testes).  Libraries were pooled in groups of 9-10 
per lane and run with single-end 100bp reads on an Illumina HiSeq 2500.  
Analysis of mRNAseq data 
For estimates of gene expression level, mRNA RPKM estimates were obtained using the RNA-seq tool in 
CLC, mapped against a masked D. virilis genome made with RepeatMasker. The genome was masked for 
individual repeats using the annotated D. virilis TE library from Erwin et al., 2015. The annotated TE 
library was included in the genome-wide analysis, allowing for expression estimates of TE families. Fold-
analysis was performed by calculating RPKM(+.05) ratios. To test for differential expression analysis 
between conditions, CLC-generated mapped count data was used as input for the package DEseq (Love et 
al., 2014). GO analysis was performed with GOrilla (Eden et al., 2009) using D. melanogaster orthologs 
genes sorted by FDR p-value for the test of treatment effect. Clusters for gene expression patterns were 
generated using the R Package Mfuzz (Futschik and Carlisle, 2005), which employs a noise-robust soft 
clustering algorithm. Clusters were only generated for genes called significantly DE by DESeq for the ND 




Confounding effects of gonad dose on somatic gene expression in reciprocal hybrids 
 
An overview of samples used for comparisons is given in Table 2.1 and a PCA for female samples is 
shown in Figure 2.1A. Here we define the comparison of the carcasses of females from the dysgenic cross 
that underwent gonadal ablation (dysgenic 0 ovaries; D0) versus those that escaped ablation (dysgenic 2 
ovaries; D2) as the gonad effect contrast.  The comparison between dysgenic females that escaped gonad 
ablation (D2) and nondysgenic females (ND) is the maternal effect contrast. We also compared the soma 
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of dysgenic females that underwent gonad ablation (D0) against nondysgenic females (ND) which 
incorporated both a maternal and gonad effect. An overview of the numbers of differentially expressed 
genes (FDR-adjusted p-values < .05) in female carcass comparisons is shown in Figure 2.1B. 
 
The comparison that incorporated both a maternal and gonad effect (D0 vs ND) had the highest number 
of differentially expressed genes as this comparison included both differences in piRNA maternal profile 
and the most extreme differences in gonadal tissue. While other gonadal ablation studies have utilized 
genetic mutants or reciprocal hybrids (Parisi et al., 2010; Parisi et al., 2004), our study compares 
carcasses that are both genetically and epigenetically identical – a comparison that is only made possible 
with the stochastic and not fully penetrant property of the dysgenesis syndrome in D. virilis.  When 
examining the effects of just gonadal ablation (D0 vs D2), we find that 371 genes are significantly 
differentially expressed (Fig. 2.1B, Fig. 2.2A). The majority (283/371) of genes in the gonad effect 
comparison are also present in the joint maternal and gonad effect comparison (Figure 2.1B), reflecting a 
clear gonadal ablation effect on somatic gene expression of reciprocal hybrids that are not matched for 
gonadal tissue. 
 
To tease apart maternal effects in hybrids from effects of gonadal ablation in dysgenesis, we compared 
pools of reciprocal hybrid carcasses that were matched for gonadal tissue (D2 vs ND). This maternal 
effect analysis resulted in 889 significantly DE transcripts (Figure 2.1B, Figure 2.3A). We would expect a 
large portion of these maternal effect differences to also be significant in the joint maternal and gonad 
effect comparison (D0 vs ND) since both comparisons are between reciprocal hybrids. We find that the 
889 genes are in fact correlated in their patterns of expression across the hybrid comparisons (Figure 
2.1C), suggesting common maternal effects. However, only 335 of the 889 genes that were significant in 
the maternal effect comparison also showed significance in the joint maternal and gonad effect 
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comparison (Figure 2.1B). We wanted to assess if the genes that did not overlap were primarily a gonad-
dose rather than maternal effect. We found a striking significant correlation between patterns of 
expression in the gonad effect comparison and the genes that did not overlap in the maternal effect and 
joint maternal and gonad effect analysis (R=0.92, p-value < 2.2E-16; Figure 2.1D), confirming that the 
expression of these genes was primarily influenced by gonad amount. Overall, these data strongly suggest 
that somatic gene expression comparisons in reciprocal hybrids can be dominated by gonadal ablation 
effects rather than maternal effects. It is interesting that the gonad effects were more apparent in the joint 
maternal effect and gonad effect comparison (D0 vs ND) than in just the gonad effect comparison (D0 vs 
D2). Even though these dysgenic females escaped sterility, there may still subtle differences in some 
components of the ovary like the occasional agametic ovarioles observed in some D. virilis crosses 
(Sokolova et al., 2013) that may become more apparent when compared to nondysgenic females that did 
not undergo a genomic crisis.  
 
Concerted effects of germline ablation on germline-distant tissues across species  
 
While there have been prior studies that have assessed the effects of germline ablation on germline-distant 
tissues in D. melanogaster (Parisi et al., 2010; Parisi et al., 2004), these comparisons were complicated by 
additional confounding factors because comparisons were either between genetically distinct mutants, or 
in the case of reciprocally crossed individuals, had different maternal effects. Here we are able to take 
advantage of the not fully penetrant dysgenesis syndrome and compare genetically and epigenetically 
identical carcasses differing only in gonad amount. It is worth emphasizing that the germline ablation that 
happens in D. virilis is an early event in embryogenesis, with no evidence of a cascading TE mobilization 
effect outside of the germline that may confound somatic tissue expression (Lozovskaya et al., 1990; 
Rozhkov et al., 2011; Sokolova et al., 2013). The gonad effect comparison, where carcasses of 
epigenetically and genetically identical flies differed in the amount of ovarian tissue (D2 versus D0) 
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showed significant differential expression (DE) of 371 genes (Fig. 2.2A). A gene ontology enrichment 
revealed that the processes these genes are involved in were primarily metabolic, with top terms 
associated with oxidation reduction (GO:0055114), small molecule metabolic process (GO:0044281), 
carbohydrate metabolic process (GO:0005975), cofactor metabolic process (GO:0051186), NADP 
metabolic process (GO:0006739). Other terms of interest include sterol, cholesterol, and lipid transport 
(GO:0015918; GO:0030301; GO:0006869) (full list of GO terms is in Supp. Table 2.1). Transcripts 
associated with metabolic processes being differentially expressed between carcasses that differ in gonad 
amount is not surprising since while much of gonad development is cell-autonomous, gene expression in 
other germline-distant tissues must be modulated to mediate overall energetics and behavior that coincide 
with reproduction. This enrichment for metabolic processes also aligns with the previous germline 
ablation studies in D. melanogaster (Parisi et al., 2010; Parisi et al., 2004).  
 
The common gene ontology enrichment for metabolism in both D. virilis and previous studies in D. 
melanogaster, while not surprising, made us wonder exactly how granular the similarities in response to 
gonadal ablation was across species. To determine this, we compared the list of 449 genes that were 
differentially expressed in germline-present (flies that develop with a wild-type germline) and germline-
naïve females (flies that develop in the absence of a functioning germline due to maternal effect sterile 
mutations) in Parisi et al., 2010 with our 371 differentially expressed genes that had orthologs in D. 
melanagoster (322 genes). We found 32 genes that showed up as differentially expressed in both studies 
which is significantly more than expected (hypergeometric probability test, p-value < .0001; 
http://nemates.org/MA/progs/overlap_stats.html) (Table 2.2). One of the most significant differentially 
expressed genes that appears across species is larval serum protein 2 (GJ21616). This gene functions in 
protein storage, indicating that this pathway may be commonly utilized to alter energy storage in the 
absence of germline maintenance. Another interesting overlap was the downregulation of transcript 
exuperantia (exu) in the soma of flies that lacked germlines (GJ18765). Exuperantia plays a role in 
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localizing bicoid and oskar mRNA in the establishment of anterior/posterior axes in the developing 
oocyte (Hazelrigg et al., 1990; Riechmann and Ephrussi, 2004; Wang and Hazelrigg, 1994). It is unclear 
what its role is in somatic tissues, but it is worth noting that the expression of this gene may not be 
germline-autonomous.  
 
It is also worth noting that the directionality of expression between germline-conditioned and germline-
naïve carcasses across these two species was not the same for all genes.  For example, there were also two 
chorion protein transcripts, Cp36 and Cp38, that were differentially expressed in both studies, but in 
opposing directions. Chorion proteins build up the eggshell and are under tight temporal and spatial 
regulation during oogenesis. These chorion transcripts have not previously been reported to be expressed 
outside of the ovaries, although modENCODE data indicates that they are moderately expressed in D. 
melanogaster adult carcasses and have high expression in digestive systems (www.modencode.org). The 
fact that these transcripts show up as differentially expressed in carcasses varying in gonad amount across 
species underscores their tight association with reproduction and also calls for additional inquiry into how 
the germline-distant expression of these genes influences gametogenesis. It is also interesting that 
directionality of expression for these genes in the gonad-ablated soma differs between D. virilis and D. 
melanogaster. It is possible that some of this discrepancy is coming from species differences between D. 
melanogaster and D. virilis since a comparison across species found that chorion protein (Cp) regulation 
is evolving rapidly (Niepielko et al., 2014). It is also possible that while these are common targets to 
modulate during nutrient and energy allocation, their responses in the soma are variable. 
 
Some gene expression is influenced by ovary-dose 
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The stochasticity of the germline ablation that occurs in the hybrid dysgenesis syndrome of D. virilis is 
highlighted by the fact that some flies show a unilateral gonad phenotype, exhibiting one ablated ovary 
and one normal ovary that has escaped dysgenesis. These intermediate phenotypes provide a unique 
opportunity to compare how variation in the amount of ovarian tissue affect gene expression. Specifically, 
we were curious if expression of genes that were altering metabolism and energy in response to germline 
ablation were sensitive to the dose of ovary tissue. To do this, we used a clustering R package Mfuzz 
(Futschik and Carlisle, 2005) to group the 322 differentially expressed genes that had orthologs between 
carcasses of ablated and non-ablated ovaries across dysgenesis progeny with 0, 1 and 2 ovaries. This 
allowed us to classify gene expression patterns. Cluster 1 and 2 consisted of 122 transcripts that were 
expressed in a pattern consistent with a dose-dependent effect of gonad tissue abundance (Fig. 2.2B). A 
gene ontology analysis for D. melanogaster orthologs of these genes revealed significant enrichment for 
oxidation-reduction process (GO:0055114), galactose metabolic process (GO:0006012), and co-
translational protein targeting to membrane (GO:0006613). This suggests that the energy-related 
transcripts required to maintain reproductive tissue may be modulated based on the amount of tissue 
present.  
 
We also identified 133 genes that demonstrated a response to ovary-dose in a binary way, showing 
consistent expression if ovarian tissue was present, regardless of whether that was in the form of 1 versus 
2 ovaries (Fig. 2.2B). However, these genes did not show any significant enrichment for any gene 
ontology. Moreover, a similar somatic expression profile between carcasses of one versus two ovaries is 
underscored in the PCA, which did not categorically separate these samples (Figure 2.1A). Additionally, 
differential gene expression analysis comparing carcasses with two versus one ovary only found two 
genes, GJ18385 and GJ10579, to be significantly differentially expressed. While GJ10579 lacked an 
ortholog, GJ18385 was highly significant for DE (FDR adjusted p-value < 9.27E-11) and its ortholog was 
identified as having serine-type endopeptidase activity. Serine-type peptidases cleave peptide bonds in 
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proteins during digestion and some have been shown to respond in sex-dependent ways during times of 
nutrient stress, highlighting their potential role in resource allocation tradeoffs between reproduction and 
longevity (Bauer et al., 2006). Serine-type peptidases were also significantly DE in the Parisi et al., 2010 
gonadal ablation study, indicating that this differential expression between carcasses of 1 and 2 ovaries 
could be a concerted response especially sensitive to gonad dose. The lack of differentially expressed 
genes in the soma of flies with one versus two ovaries, even though the clusters show a dose response, 
can be explained by the fact that carcasses of one ovary show intermediate expression which does not 
manifest in as large of a difference when compared to carcasses of flies with two ovaries.  
 
Carcasses of males that vary in testis number exhibit fewer gene expression effects in the soma 
 
We also sequenced mRNA of dysgenic male carcasses that underwent gonadal ablation and carcasses of 
dysgenic males that had escaped ablation. In this case, we did not perform the analysis of males with only 
one atrophied gonad. In contrast to what was observed in females, males only showed 70 genes 
significantly differentially expressed between carcasses differing in gonadal state (Fig. 2.2C). Gene 
ontology analysis revealed that these genes were also primarily metabolic, with top terms including 
generation of precursor metabolites and energy (GO:0006091), electron transport chain (GO:0022900), 
respiratory electron transport chain (GO:0022904), oxidation-reduction process (GO:0055114), and ATP 
metabolic process (GO:0046034) (Supp. Table 2.2). While only 6 genes overlapped in the comparisons 
between females with and without ovaries and males with and without testes, DE genes in both gonadal 
ablation sets were positively correlated across sexes (Fig. 2.2D). One reason we may observe fewer genes 
differentially expressed in male carcasses with and without gonads is if males devote fewer energetic 
resources to maintaining gonadal tissue than females. The disparity between males and females could 
have also been due to a difference in power since 3 pooled replicates per treatment were collected for 
males compared to the 5 pooled replicates per treatment that we collected for females. To eliminate this as 
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a factor, we reperformed the female analysis with sets of only 3 samples. Even in the most extreme 
scenario where we sub-selected samples with the greatest amount of variation, females still showed 122 
genes DE between treatments, almost double the DE seen in males. The 2010 Parisi et al., study also 
showed that germline-conditioned versus germline-naïve males had 2/3 less DE genes compared to the 
female comparison. Unlike in females, we did not find any genes that were common to our and Parisi’s 
data sets. The fact that both our study and Parisi et al., show fewer DE genes in males than females 
supports the idea that males may devote fewer energetic resources to maintaining gonadal tissue than 
females.  
 
Maternal effects drive extensive somatic gene expression variation in reciprocal hybrid carcasses 
 
We found 889 transcripts differentially expressed in the maternal effect, which compared pools of 
nondysgenic and dysgenic female carcasses that were matched for gonadal tissue (ND vs D2) (Fig. 2.3A). 
We sought to test whether these DE genes could also be an extension of the gonadal-dose result. To 
evaluate this possibility, we first compared whether there was overlap between genes that were 
differentially expressed in the gonad effect analysis and the genes differentially expressed in the maternal 
effect comparison. We found that only 71 genes overlapped between the two sets (Figure 2.1B). Gene 
ontology enrichment for this set indicated that these genes were primarily metabolic, with top terms of 
galactose metabolic process and oxidation-reduction process (Supp. Table 2.3). If gonad-dose was the 
underlying factor in DE, we would expect the expression of these genes to be correlated across both 
comparisons. However, we did not find any significant correlation in expression (Pearson’s product-
moment correlation = 0.163, p-value < 0.17). We also did not find a positive correlation in the ratio of 
expression for the broader 889 genes DE between ND/D2 carcasses and the ratio of expression of D2/D0 
again indicating that gonad-dose was likely not influencing expression differences in both comparisons 
(Pearson’s product-moment correlation = −0.23, p−value < 7.954e−12; Fig. 2.3B).  
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We decided to visualize patterns of gene expression in a continuum from dysgenic flies with no ovaries to 
nondysgenic flies with ovaries to identify potential gonad dose effects. If gene expression depended on 
gonad dose, we would expect to see a somewhat linear pattern of expression consistent with our gonad 
continuum of 0, 1, and 2 ovaries in dysgenic flies to nondysgenic flies representing the greatest amount of 
gonad. We found 319 genes that were consistent with this pattern (cluster 2; Figure 2.3C), suggesting that 
even dysgenic flies with two ovaries seem to be affected by subtle dose effects of gonad.  
 
The remaining genes fell into clusters that did not show this pattern (clusters 1 and 2; Figure 2.3C). These 
differentially expressed genes are thus likely due to maternal effects, not due to size or quality of gonad 
between nondysgenic and dysgenic flies. When we performed a gene ontology analysis for genes in the 
maternal effect clusters 1 and 3, some terms of interest that came up were regulation of membrane 
potential (GO:0042391), behavior-related terms (GO:0007610, GO:0007626, GO:0048512), circadian 
rhythm (GO:0007623, GO:0030431), axon and neuron guidance (GO:0007411, GO:0097485), regulation 
of growth (GO:0040008, GO:0001558, GO:0048589), and eye development (GO:0042051, GO:0045467, 
GO:0042462, GO:0009584, GO:0007602). These gene ontology enrichment terms suggest a potential 
relationship between maternal effects and neuron guidance and behavior. There are some maternally 
deposited mRNAs, like transcription factor lola, that promote axon growth. It is possible that differences 
in maternal deposition of factors like these might have long-term effects on brain development and 
behavior (Gates et al., 2011). Interspecific differences in maternal mRNA contribution have been 
reported, but how much maternal mRNA might vary within a species remains poorly understood (Paris et 
al., 2015). The lola ortholog in D. virilis, GJ20132, was significantly DE between nondysgenic and 
dysgenic carcasses (FDR-adjusted p-value < .003), with increased expression in nondysgenic offspring. 
Behavior may be especially sensitive to maternal effects as another study also identified behavior and 
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neurotransmission gene ontology enrichment in intraspecific D. melanogaster hybrids (Gibson et al., 
2004).  
 
Our TE-masked genome allowed us to incorporate transposable elements in our DE analyses. We did not 
find any TEs significantly differentially expressed in the soma of reciprocal hybrids, overall supporting 
the idea that TE activation in the dysgenesis syndrome is limited to the germline. However, we did find 
that in the comparison of ND to D0, the TE Penelope was borderline significant for expression 
differences in the soma. This is notable because Penelope is thought to be one of the major players in 
inducing dysgenesis as it varies in active and degenerative copy number between strains (Erwin et al., 
2015; Evgen'ev, 2013; Evgen'ev and Arkhipova, 2005; Lyozin et al., 2001). This could be another 
downstream effect of piRNA loading where establishing chromatin silencing against Penelope may lapse 
in early development, and manifest into adult somatic tissues. 
 
Maternal piRNA contributions do not directly determine somatic gene expression in reciprocal hybrids 
 
When it was discovered that piRNA were not exclusively derived from transposable element sequences 
and could even be generated from genomic clusters, speculation followed about their possible role as 
master regulators of gene expression. In line with this idea, piRNA have been found to regulate the 
degradation of nanos mRNA in the developing embryo to facilitate axis patterning (Rouget et al., 2010) 
and in mouse spermiogenesis, piRNA instruct an even more extensive mRNA decay (Gou et al., 2014). 
These studies and others make it clear that piRNA have the potential to mediate long-range 
developmental effects by regulating mRNA in the developing embryo. 
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Because we have previously shown that the two parental strains involved in the D. virilis hybrid 
dysgenesis have disparate piRNA pools that regulate germline gene expression in a maternal-effect way, 
this syndrome provides a unique opportunity to measure how these differences may affect global gene 
expression in the adult. Specifically, we asked whether the somatic gene expression differences we saw 
between nondysgenic and dysgenic females could be attributed to maternal piRNA contribution. We 
found no correlation between differences in somatic gene expression in reciprocal hybrid carcasses and 
genic piRNA in the germline of parental strains (Fig. 2.3D). This supports our previous finding in which 
the piRNA-mediated silencing we observed for cdi and oysgedart in the germline did not extend to the 
somatic ovary tissue (Erwin et al., 2015).  
 
Potential downstream effects of piRNA-regulated genes on somatic gene expression 
 
While we do not find that piRNA are directly contributing to somatic gene expression differences in 
dysgenic and non-dysgenic progeny, it is possible that they may indirectly influence genes downstream of 
the ones they do target in the germline. Previously, we found that the maternal-effect repression of the 
gene cdi was caused by genic piRNA differences between strains (Erwin et al., 2015). Because cdi is an 
embryonic development gene, it is possible that its silencing may influence other downstream genes that 
it interacts with. The D. melanogaster ortholog of cdi is in fact reported to suppress the gene sevenless, 
which is required for proper cell fate of R7 cells in Drosophila eye development (Sese et al., 2006).  
 
We checked to see if these genes that have been shown to genetically interact with cdi exhibited 
differential expression in the carcasses of reciprocal hybrid progeny. While only borderline significant 
(FDR-adjusted p-value <.06), sevenless expression is increased in the nondysgenic progeny, in the 
direction of the cross where cdi, the suppressor of sevenless, is silenced in the germline. Brother of 
sevenless, (boss) which is affected by sevenless, is also slightly increased, although not significantly, in 
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expression in the ND cross. It is worth noting that R7 cell development (GO:0045467), the cells in which 
the sevenless pathway is active, along with other eye development terms were enriched in the gene 
ontology analysis between nondysgenic and dysgenic carcasses. However, when we removed the 
sevenless pathway genes from the analysis, the GO terms remained significant, indicating that there may 
be other genes that are simultaneously altered, either through downstream effects or in alternate pathways. 
To this point, lola was also one of the genes that contributed to the enrichment of eye development terms, 
as it has also been found to contribute to determining cell fate in the eye. This underscores the difficulty 
of dissecting determinants of piRNA in the face of master regulators. Overall, we did not find strong 
evidence that the piRNA-mediated suppression of cdi in the germline contribute to long-range 
development effects in the soma.  
 
Few similarities between female and male nondysgenic to dysgenic comparisons 
 
Drosophila virilis dysgenic males also show the not fully penetrant sterility phenotype. Even though these 
reciprocal males are not genetically identical since they have different Y chromosomes, we were curious 
to see if we could identify overlaps by comparing our female ND/D comparisons to the male ND/D 
comparison to tease out common maternal effects. While we did not find any overlaps in DE expressed 
genes, we did find a slight correlation between female ND/D DE genes and expression in the male 
comparisons (Fig. 2.4). Notably, some of the most highly expressed genes that were correlated across the 
comparisons were genes from the mitochondrial genome. It is hard to know if or how these mitochondrial 
expression differences between reciprocal hybrids affect the differential gene expression we observe 
between nondysgenic and dysgenic females. It is worth pointing out however that any differences in 
mitochondrial genomes do not contribute to the dysgenesis syndrome itself as dysgenic F1 flies with 
mitochondria from the reactive strain are fully protective against dysgenesis when backcrossed to the 
inducer strain.  The fact that there was not much similarity between nondysgenic and dysgenic carcass 
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gene expression across males and females could be due to the extensive variation that exists in sex-







piRNAs are critical in the regulation of transposable elements (TEs). Their ability to mediate 
heterochromatin formation and their transgenerational epigenetic inheritance make them candidates for 
master regulators of gene expression. While they have been shown to have strong effects on gene 
expression in the germline, the degree to which they contribute to variation in gene expression in somatic 
tissues remains poorly understood. Here we used a syndrome of hybrid dysgenesis in D. virilis to assess 
gene expression profiles in the soma of progeny whose mothers greatly differ in their piRNA profile. We 
additionally compared somatic tissues of reciprocal progeny with and without gonads to identify the 
difference in gene expression attributed to gonad ablation rather than the maternal effects of piRNAs. 
 
We found that the majority of gene expression differences between reciprocal dysgenic hybrids are in fact 
caused by underlying differences in gonad amount. When we match reciprocal hybrids for gonad amount, 
we are able to tease out some maternal effects, but residual gonad dose effects still exist. This suggests 
that while some dysgenic hybrids escape sterility, there are still subtle somatic expression differences that 
can be attributed to subtle differences in gonad quality or performance. In teasing apart maternal-effect 
genes, one of our most striking findings is that the enrichment we see for genes involved in neuronal 
function, behavior, and eye development in our reciprocal hybrids may be a consequence of disparate 
piRNA or maternal mRNA contributions. While there is a lack of evidence for the direct role of piRNA as 
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master regulators of gene expression, we provide support for the possibility of downstream long-range 
effects from genic off-targeting that occurs in the germline. Some of the differences we observe in neuron 
development may be directly caused by piRNA acting directly in those tissues, since findings show that 
piRNA are not exclusive to the germline. Possible future studies include sequencing small RNA in the 
heads of these reciprocal hybrids and an investigation into whether the differences we observe in somatic 
gene expression lead to measurable behavioral differences in reciprocal hybrids. 
 
We also report here that even when controlling for genetic and epigenetic effects, germline ablation has 
major consequences for somatic gene expression with regards to metabolism and overall energy 
allocation. There may also be commonalities in the genetic pathways that are modulated in response to 
gonadal ablation as we found overlaps in gene sets between our experiment and a similar experiment in 
D. melanogaster. While there is some gene expression overlap in responses between males and females 
with regards to gonad ablation, the maintenance of male sex organs in D. virilis seems to be more variable 
and have lesser consequence on gene expression of somatic tissues outside of the abdomen compared to 














Figure 2. 1. Overview of comparisons between nondysgenic and dysgenic carcasses varying in gonad amount. 
A) Principal component analysis of female carcass samples of log transformed normalized count data from DeSeq2. 
Dysgenic female carcasses, varying in the amount of reproductive tissue, tend to cluster more closely along principal 
component 2 to the exclusion of genetically identical samples with different maternal contributions. B) Overview of 
number of genes significantly DE (as called by DESeq) across female carcass comparisons. "D0" refers to dysgenic 
hybrids that undergo gonad ablation and have zero ovaries. "D2" and "ND" refer to reciprocal hybrids that have two 
ovaries. The D2 vs D0 comparison represents genetically and epigenetically identical dysgenic hybrids varying only 
in gonad amount, while the other two comparisons are between genetically identical but epigenetically different 
reciprocal hybrids varying in gonad amount (ND vs D2 and ND vs D0). C) Genes DE in reciprocal hybrids matched 
for gonad dose (ND vs D2) that don't overlap with significantly DE genes from reciprocal hybrids varying in gonad 
dose (ND vs D0), class A, show correlated expression patterns in both reciprocal hybrid comparisons (ND vs D2 
and ND vs D0), suggesting commonality in maternal effects across treatments. D) Genes DE in reciprocal hybrids 
varying in gonad dose (ND vs D0) that don't overlap with significantly DE genes from reciprocal hybrids matched 
for gonad dose (ND vs D2) show a strong correlation with gene expression patterns in dysgenic hybrids varying 
only in gonad dose, suggesting that the majority of gene expression differences between ND and D0 can be 
attributed to effects of gonad ablation rather than maternal differences. 
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Figure 2. 2. Germline-distant genes affected by gonadal ablation in females and males. A)  Average 
log2(RPKM+.5) of pooled dysgenic female carcasses differing in degree of gonad ablation. 371 transcripts (purple) 
are differentially expressed as called by DESeq, with a cutoff of an FDR adjusted p-value of .05. B) Gene 
expression patterns using the package Mfuzz of the DE genes between dysgenic females differing in number of 
ovaries present. Clusters A and B represent a gonad dose effect while clusters 3 and 4 show a dominant effect of 
gonad presence. C) Average log2(RPKM+.5) of pooled dysgenic male carcasses that differed in degree of gonad 






Figure 2. 3. Expression differences between ND and D2 carcasses not attributed to maternal piRNA 
provisioning. A) Average log2(RPKM+.5) of pooled nondysgenic and dysgenic female carcasses that were matched 
for gonadal tissue. 889 transcripts are differentially expressed as called by DESeq2, with a cutoff of an FDR 
adjusted p-value of .05. B) Ratios of ND/D plotted against dysgenic carcass w/2 ovaries vs 0 ovaries to see if DE 
transcripts were an extension of gonad dose.  C) Gene expression patterns using Mfuzz of the 889 DE genes 
between ND and D2 across female samples. D) Ratio of piRNAs in parental strains (9/160) to ND/D2 progeny. 







Figure 2. 4. Reciprocal hybrid comparisons across males and females. There is a slight correlation between 
genes DE in the ND/D female comparison and the ratio of expression between ND/D in males, mostly driven by a 
handful of highly expressed mitochondrial genes (4 highest points in top right quadrant). Many genes show opposite 















Table 2. 1. Overview of samples. Each sequencing library is a pool of ~4 F1 fly carcasses from a single cross, 
abdomens removed. 
 Female Male 
# Gonads ND D ND D 
2 (wt) 5 5 3 3 
1  5   























Table 2. 2. Similarities in response to gonadal ablation across species. Genes DE between D. melanogaster 
germline-conditioned and germline-naïve female carcasses in Parisi et al., 2010 and between dysgenic female 
carcasses with 2 versus 0 ovaries in D. virilis. Some gene ontology (GO) terms associated with orthologs in D. 
melanogaster are highlighted. FDR-adjusted p-value for our study using DESeq2, and the Parisi p-value is for an 


























GO:0005616 larval serum 
protein complex 
6.85E-08 0.0025 -3.08 -2.89 




GJ20385 CG4847 GO:0004216 cathepsin K 5.63E-07 0.0037 -1.89 -1.69 







1.88E-05 0.0016 -1.25 +1.39 
GJ15366 Tsf1 
GO:0006826 iron ion 
transport, GO:0006952 
defense response 

















9.17E-04 0.0058 +2.06 -31.03 
GJ10723 CG12813  1.09E-03 0.0026 -2.54 +2.34 


















































galactose binding lectin 






























GO:0005509 calcium ion 
binding 








3.47E-02 0.0021 -1.45 -1.30 
GJ22928 CG17820  4.06E-02 0.0049 -2.6 +2.03 

















Chapter 3:  
Diverse changes in gene expression in the aging Drosophila ovary are not associated with a 




























Redistribution of heterochromatin during aging has been linked to the de-repression of transposable 
elements and an overall loss of gene regulation in the soma. Whether or not epigenetic factors such as 
heterochromatin marks are perturbed in reproductive and germline tissues is of particular interest because 
some epigenetic factors are known to transmit across generations. Additionally, the relative contribution 
of factors intrinsic or extrinsic to the germ line have in reproductive decline remains unknown. Using 
mRNA sequencing data from late stage egg chambers in Drosophila melanogaster, we show that age-
related expression changes occur in genes residing in heterochromatin, particularly on the largely 
heterochromatic 4th chromosome. We further identify a striking age-related reduction in mitochondrial 
transcripts that we can attribute to the somatic tissues. Other than a modest increase in overall TE 
expression in the aging germline, we find no global TE derepression in reproductive tissues. Rather, the 
observed effects of aging on TEs are primarily strain and family specific. These results indicate unique 
responses in somatic versus germline tissue with regards to epigenetic aging effects and suggest that the 
global loss of TE control observed in other studies may be specific to certain tissues, genetic backgrounds 
and TE family. This study also demonstrates that while age-related effects can be maternally transmitted, 











The age-related decline of the reproductive system has important consequences for evolution because 
reproductive success determines the fitness of an organism. Since the majority of aging studies focus on 
overall somatic decline, relatively little is known about the causes of reproductive aging. In humans, 
progressive delays in childbearing are leading more people to confront the reduced fertility and fecundity 
that accompanies advanced age (Billari et al., 2007; Dunson et al., 2002). Reproductive senescence is not 
unique to mammals, however. The invertebrate model Drosophila melanogaster shows a progressive 
decline in egg production at middle age, thought to be partially caused by a reduction in germline stem 
cell proliferation and decreased survival of developing eggs (Zhao et al., 2008). Possible mechanisms 
underlying these changes include reduced ovariole number, decreased rates in germline stem cell division, 
and apoptosis in egg chambers of older females (Pan et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2008). Animals may have 
conserved mechanisms to regulate reproductive decline and control the relationship between reproduction 
and lifespan. Not only have mechanisms of gametogenesis been found to be similar across organisms, but 
the control of ovulation has also been shown to be conserved between Drosophila and humans (Sun and 
Spradling, 2013).  Because Drosophila is an established model for studies of both reproductive and 
somatic aging, we used it here to examine age-related genome-wide expression changes in the germline 
and broader reproductive tissues. 
 
While genetic causes have long been shown to determine longevity - through either inherited or somatic 
mutation, non-genetic contributions are also proving to be major factors. Epigenetic chromatin marks play 
an essential role in the maintenance of genome integrity through their repression of genes, repeat 
sequences, and transposable elements (reviewed by (Putiri and Robertson, 2011). The misregulation of 
epigenetic marks has been associated with many diseases, including kidney disease, nuerodegenerative 
diseases, and cancer (Figueroa-Romero et al., 2012; Muntean and Hess, 2009; Smyth et al., 2014). 
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Recently, epigenetic mis-regulation has been attributed to playing a key role in the aging process. In 
particular, the landscape of silent heterochromatin has been shown to redistribute in aged stem cells and 
cells of the soma, leading to aberrant gene expression (Bell et al., 2012; De Cecco, 2013a; Jiang, 2013; 
Larson et al., 2012; Shah et al., 2013; Wood et al., 2010). An additional consequence of this redistribution 
of heterochromatin is the observed de-repression of transposable elements in the soma during aging, 
notably in brains and fat body of Drosophila, and in a variety of other organisms including mammals 
(Chen et al., 2016; De Cecco, 2013b; Li et al., 2013; Maxwell et al., 2011; Patterson et al., 2015). 
Although interesting for the biology of aging, somatic cells do not affect future generations. Surprisingly, 
little is known about whether epigenetic changes occur in aged reproductive tissues and germline cells 
that may transmit these non-genetic but potentially heritable effects to the next generation.  
 
The germ line is considered an immortal cell lineage. Thus, germ cells have unique strategies to faithfully 
transmit DNA indefinitely, such as greater telomerase maintenance (Wright et al., 1996) and greater 
resistance to genotoxic stress than somatic cells (Vinoth et al., 2008). However, age-related changes in the 
germline are known to occur. For example, some germ cells lose the ability to divide and differentiate 
normally (Zhao et al., 2008), the sperm of older human males are thought to be at risk for more de novo 
mutations based on parent-offspring mutations (Kong et al., 2012), and double strand break repair in 
oocytes in humans and mice declines with age (Titus et al., 2013). Additionally, age-dependent meiotic 
nondisjunction may be due to a loss of the protein complex that regulates the separation of sister 
chromatids over time (Subramanian and Bickel, 2008). However, some age-effects that have been 
observed in the germline may be due to extrinsic factors such as the microenvironment of the germ line 
stem cells (Boyle et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2008). The relative roles of extrinsic versus 
intrinsic factors in contributing to germline aging are still being explored. In mammals, much of the 
current evidence points to a greater role of cell-extrinsic factors. Similar to flies, niche deterioration also 
may play a role in the mammalian system (Zhang et al., 2006). For example, it has been shown that 
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mammalian spermatagonial stem cells, when transplanted to a young environment, have extended 
functionality (Ryu et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2011). Signaling factors like insulin may also play a role in 
maintaining germline function in mammals (Hsu and Drummond-Barbosa, 2008; Yang et al., 2013). 
Thus, while the germline is generally considered to be immortal, components of the germline and its 
microenvironment are not immune to age-related changes.  
 
Recent findings highlighting the large role of epigenetic changes in the aging process leads us to question 
whether similar mechanisms may also be at play in reproductive tissues. Although the majority of 
epigenetic marks are erased and re-established between generations, some epigenetic modifications are 
transmitted across generations through the germline. Longevity itself is a trait that has been shown to be 
epigenetically inherited in C. elegans (Greer et al., 2016; Greer et al., 2011; Spracklin et al., 2017). Of 
most relevance, Drosophila oocytes transmit the repressive histone mark H3K27me3 to their offspring 
(Zenk et al., 2017). This creates a potential for age-effects to be passed on to the next generation, an 
outcome that could pose new questions for traditional evolutionary aging theories that have been around 
for decades.  
 
Few studies have characterized genome-wide, age-related expression in ovaries and we are not aware of 
any such studies in the Drosophila germline. We sought to determine whether age-related epigenetic 
changes occur in the germline and broader Drosophila reproductive tissues using mRNA expression as a 
proxy. Specifically, we asked whether the age-dependent transposable element release extends to the 
ovary by determining whether transposable elements were derepressed during aging. We further tested the 
heterochromatin aging hypothesis by testing whether genes in or near heterochromatin boundaries were 
aberrantly expressed, and if genes were globally misregulated in reproductive tissues. We find that gene 
expression changes are enriched in heterochromatic regions of the genome, but the direction of change is 
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not consistent with a global increase in expression of heterochromatin. Further, we only find idiosyncratic 
aging effects on TE expression and no global increase in expression. These results suggest that the age-
related transposon release and the heterochromatin aging hypothesis do not extend to the Drosophila 





D. melanogaster DGRP lines 237 and 321 were utilized for this study and maintained at 22 degrees 
Celsius and 12 hour light cycles.  
Egg Chamber Tissue Collection  
 
Flies were maintained in bottles at controlled larval density (~100 per bottle) for two generations before 
tissue collections. Zero to one day old F2 females were transferred to individual vials for aging treatment 
and supplemented with two males ranging from 3-7 days old approximately every seven days to 
encourage egg production. Flies were moved to fresh vials weekly. Stage 14 egg chambers were dissected 
from ovaries of 3-4 and 32-34 day old females in PBS buffer. Using a thinly bristled paintbrush, 2-5 egg 
chambers from each female were added to single caps of .2mL tubes, stabbed with RNAse free needles in 
30uL TRIzol, and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.  
Embryo Tissue Collection  
 
Embryos were collected from the Ral-321 strain only. Flies were maintained in bottles at controlled larval 
density (~100 per bottle) for two generations. F2 females were maintained continuously laying in bottles 
containing yeast paste and supplemented with younger males. For embryo collections, flies were moved 
to mating cages with petri dishes filled with fly food and ~5mL of yeast paste to acclimate overnight. 
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Embryos were plucked from food plates after approximately 45 minutes of laying. Embryos were rinsed 
with embryo wash (0.7%NaCl, 0.05% Triton X-100) and dipped into 50% bleach using a mesh net for 
30s-1min followed by another rinse with embryo wash. Embryos were picked up with a thinly bristled 
brush and put into a TRIzol filled .2mL tube cap and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.  
RNA extraction and mRNA Sequencing 
 
For RNA extraction, egg chambers from 5 females (~20 egg chambers total) were pooled. In total there 
were 5 pools for each age treatment across both strains. For embryos, ~20 embryos from each cage were 
pooled with 4 cages across two timepoints. Accounting for the TRIzol already in the samples from the 
collection stage, we added up to a total volume of 300uL TRIzol for RNA extractions. To improve 
recovery in the separation phase, we used 5PRIME Phase Lock Gel Heavy tubes. RNA was resuspended 
in 25uL of H20. Library preps were performed using the NEBNext Ultra Kit according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions (New England Biolabs). NEBNext Ultra libraries were pooled in groups of 8-
10 per lane, and run with single-end 100 bp reads on a HiSeq 2500.   
 
Analysis of mRNA sequencing data 
 
RNA-seq was performed in CLC Genomics Workbench 8 using release 6 of the Drosophila melanogaster 
reference genome. For expression values, RPKM estimates generated by the RNA-seq tool in CLC 
Genomics Workbench were used. FDR-adjusted p-values for significant differential expression were 
calculated with a CLC algorithm based on the DESeq2 package in Bioconductor (Love et al., 2014). To 
estimate TE family expression, an annotated TE library was included in the RNAseq analysis while the 
rest of the genome was masked for individual TE sequences. GO analysis was performed with GOrilla 





Genic transcripts differentially expressed with age in egg chambers of both strains 
 
A number of studies have compared aging transcriptomes across tissues and even across species 
(Doroszuk, 2012; Lee, 1999; McCarroll et al., 2004; Pletcher, 2002; Zhan et al., 2007; Zou et al., 2000). 
Fewer studies, however, compare profiles in more than one natural strain (Highfill et al., 2016; Landis et 
al., 2004). Here we sought to determine how gene expression is modulated in the aging ovary in two 
different inbred Raleigh strains of Drosophila melanogaster obtained from the DGRP (Mackay et al., 
2012).  Since ovaries are highly heterogeneous, consisting of a mixture of somatic tissues, germline-stem 
cells and many different stages of oogenesis, we focused our RNAseq analysis using stage 14 egg 
chambers. This allowed us to minimize variation of cell type composition and to enrich for age-effects in 
the germline. Stage 14 egg chambers consist of an oocyte surrounded by a follicular sheath and represent 
the last stage of oogenesis before fertilization and oviposition. To measure differences in gene expression, 
we compared expression profiles in stage 14 egg chambers from mothers at 3-4 and 32-34 days post-
eclosion (sample overview presented in Table 1). Overall, we identified 300 transcripts that were 
differentially expressed (DE) between young and old stage-14 egg chamber samples in a combined 
analysis with the two Raleigh lines (FDR adjusted p-value <.05), testing for age while controlling for 
strain in DESeq2. 
 
Of the DE transcripts identified in the combined analysis, 106 transcripts show an average increase with 
age, while 194 show an average decrease with age across strains (Fig. 3.1A). Figure 3.1B demonstrates 
that the significantly differentially expressed transcripts are strongly correlated and show the same 
direction of expression changes between old and young egg chambers across the two strains (Pearson’s 
product-moment correlation = 0.66, p-value < 2e-16). Seven of these genes have previously been 
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associated with regulation of lifespan. Notably, hebe (CG1623) overexpression increases both longevity 
and fecundity (Li and Tower, 2009) and Hsp27 overexpression increases lifespan (Wang et al., 2004).  
Both of these transcripts showed average lower expression in older stage-14 egg chambers across the two 
strains (hebe: 4.11-fold decrease, FDR p-value < .1.28E-05; Hsp27: 1.6-fold decrease; FDR p-value 
<.006). Hsp27 was also one of the most highly expressed genes (26th). Another gene, POSH (Plenty of 
SH3s, CG4909) has been shown to promote cell survival in both Drosophila and human cells when 
overexpressed (Tsuda et al., 2010). We find that this transcript shows a 1.46-fold increase with age in egg 
chambers (FDR adjusted p-value<4.05E-05). The other transcripts previously associated with regulation 
of lifespan include Thiolase (CG4581), Thor (CG8846), Coq2 (Coenzyme Q biosynthesis protein 2; 
CG9613), and Tpi (triose phosphate isomerase; CG2171). Other notable categories of gene ontology 
analysis using GOrilla (Eden et al., 2009) results for biological process by rank significance include terms 
pertaining to the electron transport chain (GO:0022900; GO:0022904), mitochondrial electron transport 
chain (GO:0006120), numerous metabolic processes, developmental and cellular processes involved in 
reproduction (GO:0003006; GO:0022412), eggshell chorion assembly (GO:0007306), many terms related 
to regulation of mitochondrial organization and fusion, determinant of adult life span (GO:0008340) and 
interestingly, miRNA metabolic process (GO:0010586). Full results from a gene ontology (GO) analysis 
for biological process, component, and function by rank significance is shown in Supplementary Table 
3.1. 
 
While these DE transcripts may provide a signature of senescence for egg chambers, the transcriptome, as 
a whole, shows only a very weak correlation in age-related patterns of expression across these two strains 
(Pearson’s product-moment correlation = 0.04, p-value < 1.8e-06, Figure 3.1B). This demonstrates that 
many observed changes in gene expression in the aging ovary are likely to be strain specific. In fact, 59 




Egg chamber transcripts from the mitochondrial genome are significantly downregulated with age across 
both strains 
 
Some sets of genes and gene pathways show consistent and concerted changes with age across various 
studies. Age-related changes in the expression of mitochondrial genes and genes associated with the 
electron transport chain have consistently been reported. This is most commonly observed as a decrease 
during aging (Andreu, 1998; Calleja, 1993; Fernandez-Silva SP, 1991; Girardot et al., 2006; Morel, 1995; 
Sohal et al., 2008). In particular, this pattern has been observed in transcripts associated with the 
mitochondrial electron transport chain in the gonads of mice (Sharov et al., 2008).  
 
In stage 14 egg chambers, 11 transcripts from the mitochondrial genome significantly decreased with age 
in the DE analysis (Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2A). Nine of those transcripts also showed a significant strain by 
age effect, with greater age-related fold-changes observed in Ral_321 for seven transcripts, while two 
showed opposite age-related effects across the strains (Fig 3.2A). In addition to transcripts from the 
mitochondrial genome, we also found nuclear transcripts associated with the electron transport chain 
significantly enriched in a gene ontology analysis (Supp. Table 3.1). All of these nuclear transcripts were 
also downregulated with age in both strains (Fig. 3.2B). The downregulation of mitochondrial transcripts 
and those associated with the electron transport chain is in line with established mitochondrial 
dysfunction associated with age. Our finding lends support to decreased expression of mitochondrial 
transcripts being a general feature of aging across all tissue types but also highlights strain-specific 
discrepancies in the magnitude of mitochondrial age-related effects. The reduced expression of 
mitochondrial transcripts in reproductive tissues may be especially significant as this could contribute to 
the reduced oocyte quality seen in aged flies (Calleja, 1993; Girardot et al., 2006; Morel, 1995; Sohal et 
al., 2008) and humans (Johnson et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2017).  
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Downregulation of egg shell chorion transcripts in aged egg chambers show both shared and strain-
specific effects 
 
We found a significant gene ontology (GO) enrichment for differentially expressed transcripts associated 
with eggshell chorion assembly (FDR q-value < 1.44E-04, 15.4-fold enrichment).  All of these transcripts 
were downregulated with age in both strains (Figure 3.9). The downregulation of eggshell transcripts was 
especially striking in Ral_321, in which all but two eggshell transcripts showed a decrease with age (sign 
test: p-val < 1.60e-11; Fig 3.3). Ral_237 also showed more eggshell transcripts downregulated with age 
than expected by chance (sign test p-value <.04) but the effect was not as strong as in Ral_321 (Fig 3.9).   
 
Somatic follicle cells work together to build the protective eggshell in oogenic stages 10-14. This process 
is dynamic, with transcript amounts changing rapidly between stages (Tootle et al., 2011; Yakoby et al., 
2008). Due to the dynamism of expression in late stage oogenesis with regards to eggshell formation, we 
sought to verify that differential expression of chorion genes was not a consequence of different temporal 
snapshots in the collected samples. Tootle et al. (2011) performed a microarray analysis on 150 genes 
expressed in a stage-specific manner in the last 24 hours of follicle development, delineated by stages 9-
10a, 10b, 12, and 14. This gene expression dataset included 30 previously known eggshell genes, 19 new 
candidate chorion genes, and other non-eggshell or chorion genes that showed 4-fold changes in 
expression at late stages of follicle development. Because this gene expression dataset provides an 
independent temporal profile of gene expression in late stage oogenesis, we cross-checked our young and 
old egg chamber expression data against the 49 eggshell-specific transcripts. Critically, gene expression 
in our samples is strongly correlated with expression in stage-14 egg chambers reported in Tootle 2008 
(Pearson’s product-moment correlation = 0.85, p-value < 7.80e-15) but not correlated in stages 9-10, 10b, 
or 12, confirming that we had captured stage 14 egg-chambers in our analysis (Fig. 3.8).  
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The decrease in chorion transcripts with age corroborates findings of numerous other studies (Carlson et 
al., 2015; Doroszuk, 2012; Pletcher, 2002) and here we demonstrated that this age-effect can also vary in 
effect between strains. The discrepancy between the strains could also be due to the fact that we used 
chronological age for sampling instead of physiological age. Doroszuk et al., 2012 finds that long-lived 
flies do not experience a typical decline of reproduction function in the later stages of life which may 
alternatively explain why we didn’t detect as significant of chorion effects in the strain with slightly 
longer median lifespan (Doroszuk, 2012; Ivanov et al., 2015). 
 
Differentially expressed genes in egg chambers enriched for residence in dispersed heterochromatin, but 
no global genome-wide relaxation of heterochromatic silencing 
 
Previous studies have implicated aberrant gene expression changes with age to changes in the 
heterochromatin landscape in the soma (Bell et al., 2012; De Cecco, 2013a, b; Jiang, 2013; Larson et al., 
2012; Shah et al., 2013; Wood et al., 2010). Genome-wide expression data can be utilized as a proxy for 
heterochromatic changes by assessing whether genes associated with regions of heterochromatin 
experience age-related changes in expression. Based on previous studies, we hypothesized that genes 
located near heterochromatin boundaries, specifically near telomeres and centromeres, may be enriched 
for differential expression in aging. Kharchenko et al., 2011 described a genome-wide chromatin 
landscape in Drosophila melanogaster based on 9 prevalent combinatorial patterns of 18 histone 
modifications (Kharchenko et al., 2011). Pericentromeric heterochromatin domains were characterized by 
high levels of H3K9me2/me3. We intersected locations of our gene set with the heterochromatin regions 
described in that study. Of the significantly differentially expressed egg chamber transcripts across both 
strains in age, we found enrichment for genes in locations of intercalary heterochromatin (Figure 3.3A, 47 
differentially expressed genes from 1695 genes in heterochromatin, 300 genes differentially expressed 
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from 14289 total genes; Chi-squared with Yate’s correction, two-tailed p-value = 0.034). We also found a 
striking enrichment for differentially expressed genes on the fourth or “dot” chromosome, which is 
primarily heterochromatic and carries only 84 genes (8 genes differentially expressed from 84 total genes 
on the dot, 300 genes differentially expressed overall from 14289 total genes; Chi-squared with Yate’s 
correction, two-tailed p-value < .0001). Other than the enrichment for genes on the dot chromosome, 
there was no obvious signature of enrichment for differentially expressed genes specifically in pericentric 
heterochromatin (Fig. 3.3A). Critically, we find that the nature of expression change with genes 
associated with heterochromatin is not in one direction. Differentially expressed genes associated with 
heterochromatin both increase and decrease during aging (Fig. 3.3A). This is unexpected under the 
standard heterochromatic aging hypothesis where heterochromatin function becomes lessened and 
heterochromatic genes become derepressed. Therefore, while heterochromatic regions of the genome tend 
to be enriched for genes that change in expression during aging, this indicates a general release of 
regulation, but not release from silencing per se.  
 
To test whether there was also a subtle derepression of genes located in heterochromatin genome-wide, 
we compared age-related expression of all genes which overlapped with heterochromatin in the genome. 
We found no obvious change in distributions of gene expression ratios between young and old egg 
chambers of genes located in described regions of heterochromatin compared to the rest of the genome 
(Figure 3.3B) 
 
We also tested whether the strain specific age-related changes for genes in intercalary heterochromatic 
regions were due to euchromatic TE insertions that differed between strains. It has been shown that some 
euchromatic TE insertions can nucleate heterochromatin formation through piRNA targeting (Sentmanat 
and Elgin, 2012; Shpiz et al., 2014). We used the DGRP strain-specific TE insertion data from TIDAL-fly 
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(Rahman et al., 2015) to compare TE insertion locations across the two strains. However, we did not see 
strain-specific differences in TE insertions that correlated with aging effects that varied between the two 
strains.  
 
Other studies have reported decreased expression in heterochromatin modifiers with age. We therefore 
determined whether genes associated with the gene ontology term for chromatin modifiers showed 
enrichment for a certain directionality change with age. In egg chambers of both strains, chromatin 
modifiers tended to increase in expression with age (Ral_237 exact binomial test, p-value < 0.0004; 
Ral_321 exact binomial test, p-value < .002). Chromatin modifiers in embryos, however, tended to 
decrease in expression with maternal age (exact binomial test, p-value < 0.03).  
 
No global release of transposable element expression in aged egg-chambers 
 
Previous studies have shown that transposable elements become derepressed in the soma during aging, 
notably in brains and fat body of Drosophila, and in a variety of other organisms including mammals 
(Chen et al., 2016; De Cecco, 2013a, b; Li et al., 2013; Maxwell et al., 2011; Patterson et al., 2015). 
However, a recent study on sequencing artifacts have called some of these results into question (Treiber 
and Waddell, 2017). Because TEs and small RNA mechanisms of genome defense are primarily 
expressed in the germline, we aimed to determine whether TE de-repression during aging occurs in 
reproductive tissues in which they are primarily active. In contrast to other studies, we found no global 
TE derepression in egg chambers. While one transposable element, copia, increased with age across both 
strains, the other four TEs that showed differential expression with age across strains decreased in 
expression (Fig. 3.1A, Fig. 3.4, Table 2). Additionally, two TEs, pogo and Juan, showed a significant 
strain-by-age effect, exhibiting opposing directions of expression with age across the strains (Fig 3.4C 
and 3.4D). Figure 3.4D also illustrates that the TEs that are significant in Ral 321 are dispersed 
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throughout the wider distribution of TE expression for Ral 237. There is also no correlation between the 
ratio of TE expression between young and old egg chambers across strains (Figure 3.4E).  
 
piRNA pathway transcripts upregulated in aging egg chambers 
 
TE control by piRNA in the germline has been shown to be sensitive to aging. This has been attributed to 
an increased capacity for TE fragments residing in heterochromatin to contribute to the piRNA pool in 
older flies (Grentzinger et al., 2012). Moreover, this effect of aging can be transmitted across generations 
since maternally transmitted piRNA pools establish piRNA biogenesis in offspring. Since some TEs did 
show significant differential expression with age, we sought to check whether genes in the piRNA 
pathway, which regulate TE expression in the Drosophila germline, showed any age-related-expression 
changes in egg chambers. Strikingly, 27 out of 31 piRNA pathway genes show an average transcriptional 
increase with age across the two strains in egg chambers (exact binomial test, p-value < 3.4E-05; Fig. 
3.6). piRNA genes are also enriched in the top 10% of differentially expressed transcripts ranked 
significance (Chi squared with Yate’s correction, p-value = .044). Notably, we did not see these age-
effects carried over into the embryo (Fig 3.6C), indicating that this effect may primarily be happening in 
the follicle cells. 
 
Differential expression in the aging egg chamber is driven by both somatic and germline changes 
 
Stage-14 egg chambers consist of a mixture of somatic follicle cells and germline material. It is 
challenging to tease-apart intrinsic aging of the germline from extrinsic factors such as functional decay 
of the niche (Zhao et al., 2008). We found that tsunagi significantly decreased with age in egg chambers 
(1.75-fold decrease, FDR p-value < 0.0008) (Supp. Table 3.2). Tsunagi is required in the germline for 
proper oogenesis and plays a critical role in in oocyte fate (Mohr et al., 2001; Parma et al., 2007). 
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However, it’s possible that transcript change observed in stage 14 egg-chambers could be coming from 
the somatic follicular sheath and therefore not necessarily indicative of possible age effects in the oocyte.  
 
We sought to determine whether differential expression during aging was mostly driven by somatic or 
germline transcripts by performing RNAseq of 0-1 hour embryos of young and old mothers. Maternal 
germline transcripts can be sequenced because Drosophila embryos do not undergo zygotic transcription 
for approximately two hours. The age-related changes we had seen for tsunagi in egg chambers showed 
the same directionality changes between embryos of young and old mothers (Supp. Table 3.2) supporting 
the idea that this was an age-related effect occurring in the germline. We next checked whether the 
Differentially expressed transcripts in egg chambers showed similar directional changes in embryos of 
Ral_321 as egg chambers across age. It is important to note that many transcripts are not maternally 
deposited and therefore not expressed in 0-1 hour embryos. The genic transcripts that were differentially 
expressed in egg chambers and also expressed in 0-1 hr embryos (threshold expression set at above 1.0 
RPKM average) did show a significant positive correlation (Pearson’s Product-Moment Correlation, R= 
0.31, p-value < 2.85e-06), indicating that some age-related gene expression changes were occurring in the 
germline rather than simply the follicle cells of stage-14 egg chambers (Fig. 3.7). However, the 
mitochondrial transcripts with detectable expression in embryos did not show any correlation with 
changes observed in egg chambers and showed opposite directionality of expression. Thus, we can 
attribute the observed decrease in mitochondrial transcripts in stage-14 egg chambers to effects in the 
somatic follicle cells. This also indicates opposing age-related effects occurring in the somatic follicle 
sheath versus the germline. 
 
We also identified fewer genes with differentially expressed in 0-1 embryos of young versus old mothers 
when compared to the egg chamber data, though this may be attributed to lower power from fewer 
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replicates. The dynamic nature during early embryogenesis may have also contributed to high variability 
in gene expression in this stage (Supp. Table 3.2). In 0-1 hour embryos, zygotic transcription is low, but 
de-adenylation of maternal transcripts may contribute dynamically to rapid changes in apparent gene 
expression across 0-1 hours.  
 
Our results indicate that age-effects occur in both the somatic cells surround the developing egg as well as 
in the germline. Additionally, some of transcriptional changes we identify, such as tsunagi, may be 
contributing factors to compromised germ cell division and differentiation that occurs with age. 
 
Subtle de-repression of TEs in pre-zygotically active embryos of aged mothers  
 
Because TEs are primarily active in the germline and maternal transcripts are deposited into the embryo, 
we may expect to see a correlation between TE age effects in the egg chambers and embryos. We find no 
such correlation in expression between late stage egg chambers and 0-1 hour embryos of the same strain 
(Fig. 3.5B and 3.5C). The TEs that were differentially expressed in egg chambers are for the most part in 
the middle of the distribution for TE expression in embryos (Figure 3.5B). We do however find a subtle, 
yet significant enrichment for TEs increasing in expression in embryos of old mothers (Figure 3.5A, 
Exact binomial test, p < 1.462e-08; Figure 3.5B). The differentially expressed TEs that we observed in 
egg chambers may be primarily driven by the somatic follicle cells, masking the subtle increase of 
expression in TEs of the oocyte. Alternatively, there may be an independent de-repression of TEs that 







With delays in childbearing on the rise, the study of reproductive decline grows increasingly relevant 
(Billari et al., 2007).  Fruit flies are an excellent model organism to study because they experience a clear 
reproductive decline, existing age-related literature in flies is vast, and Drosophila share several 
mechanisms and pathways in ovulation and gametogenesis with mammals (Sun and Spradling, 2013).  
 
Genome-wide RNAseq studies have shown that different tissues vary in age-related signatures, 
highlighting the importance of analyzing each tissue individually in each species (Sharov et al., 2008; 
Zhan et al., 2007). Reproductive tissues are unique in that they are a mix of interacting somatic and 
germline tissue. While the germline is widely recognized as being more resistant to aging than somatic 
cells, some age-related changes are known to occur. Critically, the relative contribution of factors intrinsic 
versus extrinsic to the germ line in reproductive decline remains poorly understood. 
 
Here, we report a set of genes that show concerted changes across genetic backgrounds in aged egg-
chambers. We additionally highlight the role genetic background plays in age-related effects. For 
example, while the decline we show in chorion-related transcripts with age parallels other studies, we 
propose that the severity of this age-effect depends on genetic background.  
 
We also show that aging in late stage egg chambers mirrors that of other tissues, with a downregulation of 
transcripts from the mitochondria and nuclear transcripts associated with mitochondrial activity. Oocytes 
have significantly more mitochondria than any other cell, highlighting the incredible energy demands at 
stake in gametogenesis (May-Panloup et al., 2007). The dysfunction of oocyte mitochondria has been 
proposed as a possible mechanism involved in reduced competence of oocytes in older human infertility 
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patients (Zhang et al., 2017). One of the most well documented age-effects thought to reduce female 
fertility is chromosome abnormality in oocytes. There is evidence that reduced mitochondrial activity may 
contribute to this decline, as improper chromosome segregation has been induced in oocytes deficient in 
mitochondrial enzymes that metabolize pyruvate (Johnson et al., 2007). Our results support the idea that 
mitochondrial age effects could contribute to reproductive decline. Because mitochondria are maternally 
transmitted, the possible deposition of abnormal mitochondria with advanced age has been hypothesized 
to negatively contribute to offspring health. Here we find no evidence that mitochondrial transcript 
decline is propagated, as embryos of young and old mothers do not display the same expression patterns 
as seen in egg chambers. In contrast, maternally deposited mitochondrial transcripts in embryos increase 
with age. Thus, we propose that the effects of aging in the Drosophila ovary on mitochondrial gene 
expression are largely born out in somatic follicle cells. 
 
         
Epigenetic changes have been implicated as playing an important role in the aging process in cells of the 
soma across model organisms. Specifically, genome-wide heterochromatin redistribution during aging has 
been linked to the de-repression of transposable elements and an overall loss of gene regulation. Whether 
or not epigenetic factors are perturbed in reproductive and germline tissues is of particular interest 
because some epigenetic factors are known to transmit across generations (Greer et al., 2016; Grentzinger 
et al., 2012; Zenk et al., 2017). Current theories of evolutionary aging depend on the assumption that age-
related effects do not manifest in offspring. If age-related effects are in fact transgenerational, this could 
complicate current evolutionary explanations for aging. 
 
     
While several studies have reported aberrant gene expression in aging on a genome-wide scale (De 
Cecco, 2013a; Jiang, 2013; Shah et al., 2013), we report no overall loss of gene regulation in aged egg 
chambers, consistent with another Drosophila study using whole bodies (Pletcher, 2002). Previously, it 
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was shown that reporter genes residing in heterochromatin regions of the fly experienced loss of silencing 
with age (Jiang, 2013). In line with these findings, we too show that genes that show significant age-
related expression differences are enriched for regions of heterochromatin, providing evidence for age-
related epigenetic changes occurring in late stage egg chambers of Drosophila oogenesis. However, we 
do not however find evidence that the landscape of heterochromatic silencing is relaxed in older egg 
chambers. Some studies have also reported a decrease in expression of transcripts involved with 
heterochromatin modification. Here we find that these transcripts do significantly change with age, 
although in opposite directionality between egg chambers and embryos. This opposing effect in the soma 
versus germline indicates that patterns of aging may not be universal across tissue types. 
 
 
Of significant interest is the conserved age-related changes we found between egg chambers and embryos 
of aged females. These indicate changes in the aged germline per se, not simply in the gonad that is a 
mixture of somatic and germline tissues. These also indicate that aging effects on gene expression in older 
mothers can be deposited into embryos and transmitted across generations. Since many of the maternal 
RNA transcripts deposited in embryos are required for embryonic development, this raises the need for 
further studies of how the maternal transcript pool may change with age and how faithfully those 
transcripts are deposited into embryos.  
 
 
A decline in repressive heterochromatin with age has been associated with TEs becoming active and 
mobile in aging somatic cells (Li et al., 2013; Patterson et al., 2015). Because increased transposition 
promotes DNA damage and increased mutagenesis, age-related transposable element de-repression has 
also been proposed to be an important component of genomic instability and a contributor to the 
prevalence of disease that accompanies advanced age. Here, we find no evidence that TEs are derepressed 
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as a general feature of aging in egg chambers. In contrast, we find that the handful of TEs that are 
differentially expressed with age tend to decrease in expression with age, in conflict with current TE 
aging theories, but in line with the idea of adaptive piRNA-mediated immunity with age (Khurana et al., 
2011a). The increase in expression in piRNA pathway genes reported here also lends support to this 
hypothesis and suggests that, in contrast to non-reproductive tissues, mechanisms that limit the harm of 
TEs may be increased in aging reproductive tissues. It would be worth comparing relative piRNA levels 
complementary to these TEs in a future study. We also demonstrate that TE age-effects in egg chambers 
depend on both the genetic background and TE. It is also worth noting that a recent study demonstrates 
the role artifacts play in leading to incorrect transposition estimation in the soma, possibly throwing 
previous age-related results into question (Treiber and Waddell, 2017). One interesting finding in our 
study that deserves further investigation is the subtle increase in TE expression we found when comparing 
embryos of young and old mothers. In a future study, it would be worth repeating this experiment, paired 
with a comparison of piRNA profiles of embryos of young and old mothers. 
 
 
In summary, here we show that there is evidence for age-related change within the reproductive tissues 
and germline of Drosophila melanogaster. However, these tissues are more robust to age-related change 
in gene expression than the soma, as we find no global TE derepression or global relaxation of 
heterochromatic silencing with age. We also report that some significant age-related changes in the egg 
chambers of ovaries persist in embryos. This study supports the conclusion that while there exists a 







Figure 3. 1. Signature of age-related expression in egg chambers across genetic background. (A) Average log 
2(RPKM+.5) expression of stage 14 egg chamber transcripts of old 30 - 34 day old samples versus young 3-4 day 
old samples. Transcripts significantly expressed between young and old in a paired analysis (FDR<.05) are colored 
according to transcript type. Five TE transcripts are significantly differentially expressed across both strains with 
age, with only one, copia, showing an increase in expression. (B) Log2 ratios of old to young (RPKM+.5) 
expression between strains. The differentially expressed transcripts (FDR p <.05) are strongly and significantly 




Figure 3. 2. Majority of mitochondrial genome and nuclear mitochondrial transcripts decrease expression in 
egg chambers with age. (A) There is an average reduction in mitochondrial genome transcript expression in stage 
14 egg chambers across strains. Some transcripts are also significant for an age by strain interaction with greater 
age-related fold-changes (RPKM) in Ral_321. Gray color signifies no expression or no concerted change across 




Figure 3. 3. DE transcripts enriched for intercalary heterochromatin and the 4th chromosome. (A) Positional 
information of differentially expressed genic transcripts across both strains. The notation “het” indicates that the 
genic location intersects with heterochromatin-associated proteins, H3K9me2/me3, as reported in Kharchenko et al 
2011. DE (differentially expressed) genes located in regions of intercalary heterochromatin do not show a concerted 
directionality change of expression with age (Chi-squared with Yate’s correction, two-tailed p-value <.034). The 4th 
chromosome is highly enriched for DE genes considering its limited gene composition Chi-squared with Yate’s 
correction, two-tailed p-value < .0001. (B) Log2(young/old RPKM) of all genes located in heterochromatin versus 
Log2(young/old RPKM) genome-wide expression change with age. Genes in heterochromatin show similar age-













Figure 3. 4. No global derepression of TEs in egg chambers from aged females. A and B ) Heatmap of 
transposable element log2 (RPKM+1) expression in egg chambers normalized by Row Z-Score.“O”= 30-34day old 
egg chambers, “Y” = 3-4 day old egg chambers. No clear patterns of TE expression occur with age. (C) TEs ordered 
by ratios of expression from old to young egg chambers in Ral_321. TEs significantly differentially expressed with 
age in Ral_321 tend to decrease with age. (D) TEs ordered by ratio of expression in Ral_237. Ral_237 shows 
differentially expressed TEs intercalated through a broader distribution of TE expression. (E) Log2 ratios of old to 
young RPKM+.5 of TE expression do not show a correlation with age across strains. Two TEs, pogo and Juan show 
significant age by strain interactions. 
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Figure 3. 5. TE age effects differ from egg chamber to embryo. (A) Heatmap of transposable element log2 
(RPKM+1) expression in Ral_321 embryos normalized by Row Z-Score. “O”= embryos of 30-34day old mothers, 
“Y” = embryos of 3-4 day old mothers. Old samples show subtle increase of expression with age. (B) TEs ordered 
by ratios of expression from embryos of old versus young mothers in Ral_321. Transcripts that were differentially 
expressed in egg chambers of the same strain are interspersed within the broader distribution of TE expression. The 
majority of TE transcripts show increased expression with age. (C) Log2 ratios of old to young RPKM+.5 
expression between egg chambers and embryos. TE transcripts change in egg chambers are not predictive of TE 





Figure 3. 6. piRNA transcripts increase with age in egg chambers. A) Expression (RPKM+.5) of piRNA 
pathway transcripts between egg chambers of young and old females. Red dots indicate transcripts that were in the 
top 10% of significant FDR-adjusted p-values. B) Log2 ratios of old to young piRNA pathway transcript expression 
(RPKM+.5) in egg chambers across strains. Both strains show a that a majority of piRNA transcripts increase with 
age. C) Log2 ratios of old to young piRNA pathway expression between egg chambers and embryos. Embryos of 





Figure 3. 7. Some age-effects maternally deposited through germline. Log2 ratios of old to young (RPKM+.5) 
expression between egg chambers and embryos of the same strain. Transcripts that have expression above an RPKM 
expression threshold of 0.5 in embryos are mildly correlated in age-related change. Transcripts from the 






Figure 3. 8. Verification of stage 14 transcript expression. Transcripts that show stage-specific expression in final 
stages of oogenesis as defined by Tootle et al 2011. Transcript expression from stage 14 egg chambers is strongly 







Figure 3. 9. Transcripts associated with the eggshell are downregulated with age in both strains but show 
stronger age effects in Ral_321. Log2 ratios of expression (RRKM + .5) of transcripts associated with the eggshell 










Table 3. 1. Sample overview of stage 14 egg chambers. Ral 237 and Ral 321 were the two DGRP strains utilized 
for RNA sequencing analysis. D=days post-eclosion. Each biological replicate is a pool of egg chambers from five 
females.   
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Table 3. 2. Differential expression results for TEs. TEs that show significant differential expression with age in 
egg chambers. Two TEs show a strain by age interaction. Fold change refers to fold change differences in RPKM 
levels.  TEs significantly differentially expressed in egg chambers decrease with age in embryos but are not 
statistically significant. 
 EGG CHAMBER EMBRYO 
TE 








age strain x age Ral_321 age 
Tirant 3.02 1.80 down 0.007 0.940 1.62 1.0 
297 2.13 1.45 down 0.010 0.869 1.78 1.0 
Gypsy 3.10 1.11 down 0.011 0.125 1.06 1.0 
Copia 4.36 1.79 up 0.034 0.849 1.22 1.0 
P-element 1.44 1.19 down 0.041 0.939 1.39 1.0 
Pogo 2.99 1.49 down, up 0.125 0.027 1.90 1.0 
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